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Abstract

This work aims at a study of James Joyce's VubZ-ín&Aò as a
collection of stories with a unity of theme,

scene and characters.

The stories are seen here in their depiction of childhood,
adolescence,

adulthood and public life as a progression of one

to the other,
story,

"The

leading to a final blending of subject in the last
c
Dead".

The path that leads to the understanding of this blending
goes through diverse by-ways,

all of them oriented by the study

of transtextual relations — Joyce's style,
between his life and work,

the relationship

and the inescapable internal allusions

within his fiction and his letters.
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Introduction

A tinha aonòta do. am nume.A.o
yilto de ponto-6,

o plano,

de

nilmeA.0 Infi nito de. l-inhaó;
£ame,

de um nãmeA.o infinito

p-íanoò,

um
o

vode

de um númeA.o i.n{^lni.to do.

votumdò ...
Jorge Luis Borges
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Out of James Joyce's outstanding oeuvre,
on VubtyLne.A.0,

this thesis

concentrates

and more specifically on its last story "The

the point I try to make,

however,

Dead";

encompasses all his works. All

along, what Joyce tried to do was to recreate life out of life,
and in many instances reshape life out of his fiction. When
choosing Leopold Bloom in his characterization of Utijòòzò — a
common man who is representative of all stances of man:
father,

lover,

cuckold, worker,

husband,

citizen — he epitomized his

choice of subject in all his works:

everyman.

This choice starts

as early as his first book, Joyce's initial plunging into literary
work, his short stories.
His character is,

then,

classes and surroundings,

common man,

depicted in his different

and often mirrored in himself.

His

attempt was to make a fiction that would image the whole of life.
He did not set much store by events,

as he knew

the bulk of life

does not comprise of events, but rather of everyday strugglings,
and desires,

and routine. What he did was depict everyday life

resorting to his own way of dealing with language, without any
concessions to the ordinary conventions of speech. Words were
his weapon, v;hether in silence,

exile,

or cunning.

In each of

his successive works he plunged more deeply into variations in
the use of words, and one wonders what else could have been done
with them after F^nnagan-ó Wake..

He fitted form to content in such

a way that one cannot be separated from the other.

Ifor Evans

says that "he. òtfie-tchzd language. be.yond fiatlonaZ containment
unt-cZ cc.aò-ing to
1
CAiatton."

be Engl-Còh It became, a ^antaòij o^

^ EVANS, Ifor. A Short History of English Literature.
Penguin Books Ltd., 1976. p. 345.

own

England,
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The narrator in the first story of Vub-íZmAó dreams of a
strange,
Conroy,

far away land to the East — Persia,
in the last story,

he thought.

Gabriel

is repeatedly reminded of the West of

Ireland and finally decides "the. tttm had come,
out on hlò joufinzy Wd&tioafid"

(D/

223) .

the other, or one story and the other,
in which the journey motif,

hZm to ■òe.t

Between one character and
lie thirteen other stories

either eastward of westward,

^recurrent. One finds, when reading Joyce's Vabt.ine.fL0,

is

that theme,

scene and characters do not vary all that much from story to
story.

In the collection,

as I strive to show,

story can be read as a universe of its own,

even if each

the group of stories

can be understood as a unity, with recurrent motifs and
paradigmatic characters, as well as a syntagmatic progression.
This is the idea that steered my reasoning,

and led me to a

reading of "The Dead" as a summing up of all the other stories,
characters and events of the whole collection.

I would dare to

say that not only Vubt.ine.fL6 makes a unity within itself,

but the

whole of Joyce's work is a unity in its representation of life.
In his Pat-cmpòe.óteó

2

,

Genette discusses the textual

transcendence of the text and calls it transtextua1ity; he
explains transtextuality as any kind of existing relationship,
be it secret or manifest,

between one text and another.

It includes

all kinds of transtextual relations and he lists them in five
categories,

although he assures us that his listing is neither

definitive nor exhaustive. The relations are:
paratextuality,

metatextuality,

intertextuality,

architextuality and hypertextuality.

There are no better examples of transtextual relations,

2

GENETTE,
Paris,

in

^
^
Gerard. Palimpsestes; la litterature au second degree.
Ed. du Seuil, 1982. p. 7-32.
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all the five modes distinguished by Genette,

than Joyce's works.

One must not consider the five types of transtextuality presented
as completely separate, with no intercommunication or intermingling.
On the contrary,

their inter-relations are numerous and often

decisive.
Intertextual

relations,

a word used by Julia Kristeva,

indicates the relation of co-presence between two or more texts,
or the presence of one text in another. Quotations, with or
without inverted commas,

are an explicit mode of intertextuality,

but there are other less explicit ones,
is nothing but an undeclared loan,

such as plagiarism, which

and the allusion, whose

understanding presupposes the perception of a relation between a
present enunciation and a pre-existing one,

towards which the

receiver of the information is directed.
Quotations are plentiful in VubZZmU, not only in the
reproduction of lyrics of traditional songs but also in repeating
"lines from books that are mentioned. For example,

in

"An Encounter"

the teacher reads some lines from a book he has surprised one of
the boys with, and in "A Little Cloud"

Byron's lines are reproduced

through Chandler's reading of them while he holds the baby.
As for allusions, Joyce's works provide an infinite scope of
exploitation. The PA.Zncie.ton Enc.ijc.lopzdla o

Podt^ij and VoqXIcò

defines allusion as

Tac.lt K<LlQ.n.2.nc.z to anothan. lltQ,n.afnj Mofik, to
anothtn. an.t, to contempoA.aAij
oa the. t-lke..
AZZaòlon may be used meAe-Cij to d-iòplatj knoi.ole.dge.
{...); to appeal to a AeadeA on. aud.ie.nce òkafilng
6ome
expedience o^ knoivtedge cvltli the lOAiteA; on.
to enKlch a 1-Lten.anij ujon.k by merging the echoed
maten.lat lolth -the new poetic context. Attuòlon
dl^(,en.s j^n.om men.e 6oun.ce- boAAoiolng, because It
n.equln.eò the fieadefi'& familiarity with the original
fon. full understanding and appn.eclat.Lon; and from
mere reference, because It li, tacit and fused with

12

the. aontdxt -in ivh-ich Jit appe.a^u.
Th^ tdchniqaQ.
aliaòion a44umc4: (/) an
ixtabll&hdd tttafiafiij tfiadttton aò a ^íou^lcí
vaZue; (2) an audt&nce òhaAZng tlio. tfiadltlon
itílth the. poe.t; (3) an echo o
ò u{){^.ccientZij
{^am-it-ian. yat dtòttncttve. and me.antng^uZ ztdmzntò;
and [4] a {^uò-lon
the. echo with z-íe.nient-ò tn the
new context.^

Cuddon' s Vtct-iona^ij o <5

LttefiOLfiij TeA.m6 agrees with the P^tnceton

Encyclopedia as to the "appeal to a fieaden. to -ithafie òome
expefi-ience ivtth the u!A.tteA." and the assumption the writer has of
an established literary tradition,

a body of common knowledge

with an audience sharing that tradition and an ability on the
part of the audience to pick up the reference

4

.

Weldon Thornton has a book of allusions in UZyòòeò as well
as an essay called Some Modes of Allusion

in

the Works of James

Joyce which gives some examples from all his works, without
covering them all. And the Charles Peake Seminar,
University of London,

at the

has been meeting regularly for over two

years studying the allusions in the Circe episode of Utyòòeò

,

and

is not half finished yet*. As Thornton points out in his essay,
not all allusions in James Joyce appeal to an audience to share
the same experience with him, because many of them are restricted
to Irish history and to geographical points in Dublin. More than
sharing an experience,
references,

3

4

they appeal to the reader to learn the

or sometimes to help delineate a character's

Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics. Ed. Alex Preminger.
Princeton, New Jersey, Princeton University Press, 1974. p. 18.
CUDDON., J.A. A Dictionary of Literarv Terms.
1982. p. 31.

England,

Penauin.

* I attended two sessions of the Charles Peake Seminar, in March
and April 1988, while in London for my research work on Joyce.
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personality.
In this thesis,
ones I call

internal

the kind of allusions highlighted are the
allusions,

within Joyce's own fiction,

that is to say,

references

as well as to his life and letters.

Just as an illustrative example, however,

one can refer to the

greatest Joycean allusion of all, which is the novel

,

whose title refers the reader directly to Homer's Odyò&zij.
novel itself is a veritable
political,

religious,

The

treatise on allusions — historical,

literary, personal.

Genette's second type of transtextuality is the para textual
relation, which is a more distant and less explicit relation to
the whole of a literary work. Compagnon
perigraphy, which consists of titles,
prefaces,

epilogues,

epigraphs,

afterwords,

illustrations,

5

gives it the name of

sub-titles,"intertit1es",

acknowledgements,

binding bands,

footnotes,

bibliographies and other

kinds of signs which give the text complementary ideas or even a
brief commentary. Early drafts of a text and notes can also
function as paratexts.

It is well known that when it was being

serialised in the L-ittto. Rav-ieui,

each episode in UtijòòQ.ò received

the name of an episode from the Ody&òay — Telemachus,

Sirens,

Nausikaa, Penelope, etc., evocative of the adventures of the
/
classical hero. The names of the episodes were suppressed when
Uty&òdò was published as one volume in 1922, on the advice of
Ezra Pound,

but they were not forgotten by the critics, who

continued studying the analogies in the two texts. Genette himself
poses a question in reference to these titles;

do they or do they

not belong to the text of the novel?

5

COMPAGNON, Antoine. "La Perigraphie." In:—. La Seconde Main:
ou le travail de la citation. Paris, Ed. du Seuil, 1979. p.
328-56.
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Another example of paratext that can be presented in
Hdfio,

or what was left of its drafts,

the making of the PoA-t^ci-it.

Stzphan

as very important pieces in

Here we have a longer piece of work

that serves as the basis of a shorter novel,

instead of the

usual schematic notes being enlarged into a book. Likewise,
Joyce's letters are important elements for the understanding of
his works.

It is by dint of his letters that readers realized

that with VablÁ,nQ.fiò he meant to have written "a c.kaptQ.fi
moAaZ

tho.

coantfiij" and that he considered Dublin

"thz c2.ntzK

pafialijòÁ,&It was also in a letter that he

caracterized the division of the short stories into tales of
"ahZZdhood,

adole.-6ce.nce,

matafilty and publ.ic

(L,

83) .

Genette calls the third type of textual transcendence
meta textual — and by that he means a comment or other kind of
relation linking one text to another without necessarily citincr
it. Criticism is, par excellence,
as any other kind of commentary,

a metatextual relation,

as well

even within a work of fiction.

Stephen's discussion of Hamlet and Shakespeare in the

Aeolus

episode of HlyòòCò is an open example of metatext as Genette
devises it.
The fourth type is architextua1ity,
abstract,

implying the most

mute and implicit of relations which articulates,

most, not more than a paratextual mention,
for example Henry Fielding's The tilòtofiij

be it in a title,
Tom Joncò,

or in subtitles that give the explanation A Novel,
of Stories,

at

Poems. This is but a taxonomic mention,

like

a Foundling,

A Collection
for it is

not a name that makes a text belong to a certain genre. After all,
what's in a name? One realizes that in Tom JonCÁ Fielding's use
of the word history in place of story does not turn the book into
a historical narrative;

it is,

in fact,

a novel.

By the same token.

15

one can ask to which genre Thz V-Lvine. Comadij belongs. The Viking
editions of the ?0H.tKaÁ.t and VubtZnífiò bring the word The Text
as subtitle for the novel and short stories. Although not untrue,
the subtitle does not clarify what kind of text the reader is
going to encounter.
The fifth type of transtextuality listed by Genette is
hypertextuaIity. He himself numbers it fourth,
last,

in order to do so at length. He understands by it all

relations that link text B
A

but discusses it

(hypotext),

(which he calls the hypertext)

to text

giving the latter a different treatment. One can

say that one text derives from another text,

insomuch as text B

would not exist without text A. The latter is not even mentioned,
but it is the basis of the former,
or another,

although transformed one way

simply or indirectly. Genette then calls hypertext

every text derived from an existing text by simple or indirect
transformation. He calls the latter
As an example,

imitation.

he cites. UZyòòdò and Virgil's

as two

hypertexts derived from a single hypotext Tho. Õdij66e.ij.
of fact,

As a matter

only the first six books of the Ae.mZd are based on the

Odyò6e.yí books seven to ten are based on the Iliad,
does not mention this. According to him,

but Genette

Ulysses can be described

as a simple or direct transformation, which consists in transporting
the action of the Odtj6ò&y to Dublin of the twentieth century.
transformation that leads from the Iliad and the
Kzntld is more complex and indirect,
historical proximity,

Instead,

Odijòòty to the

despite appearances and

because Virgil does not transpose Ogygie to

Carthage or Ithaca to Latium,
Ody66(Ly.

The

nor does he use the action of the

he recounts a completely different story

(the

adventures of Aeneas, not Ulysses),

but he takes his inspiration

from the õdyò&ty to create the type

(generic,

at the same time

16

formal and thematic)

established by Homer.

This is seen by Genette

as imitation.
Taking the Odyòòdij as hipotext, Joyce extracts from it a
scheme of action and of relationship between characters to which
he gives a different style, while Virgil extracts from it a
certain style that he applies to a different action.

To put it

succintly, Joyce recounts the story of Ulysses in a different way
from Homer, while Virgil recounts the story of Aeneas in the same
way as Homer

6

. Of course,

Utijò&tò and T/ie Kuni-id cannot be reduced

to a mere direct or indirect transformation of the Odtjòòdy,

but

this category is one aspect of these works that can be taken into
consideration for the illustration of Genette's point.
In IJZy66Q-& alone one can find examples of both kinds of
transformation described by Genette;

simple and complex or indirect.

Simple transformation has already been exemplified, when Uly6òe.6
was cited as a transposition of the OdyòòQ.y to a different time
and place. Complex transformation consists of recounting a
different story,

using the same style or genre of another text;

a good example is the Oxen of

the

Sun episode,

in which Joyce

parodies the style of different authors in English literature,
from very early centuries up to contemporary literature,
through Mandeville,
Sterne,

Malory,

Gibbon, De Quincy,

Bunyan, Pepys,
Ruskin,

Carlyle,

Defoe,

passing

Swift, Addison,

and even echoing the

authorized version of the Bible.
Much more could be said about transtextuality in Joyce's
works. What has been said is but a minimum of the multitude of
types and modes he explores,

and has been given here in order to

frame his works in the way I will argue here. This thesis is

^ GENETTE, Gerard. Op.

cit. p.

7-19.
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going to study the transtextuality of Joyce's works, with his
letters included in the process. What concerns this study is the
intermingling of facts and characters in Viibllnufiò
to another,

including Ex-Lt2.6 and the novels.

from one book

I am also concerned

with the blending of literary characters and real people from
Joyce's life,

including J"oyce himself as the source for most of

the protagonists in the stories. A major preoccupation is to
show the nearness of the characters and events in Vub-i^ne-^-i ,

the

way in which many protagonists can be a representative of one
character and how Gabriel Conroy of the final story,"The
the male protagonist of Vubl-in2.n.ò,

Dead",

redeems the other male

protagonists in their paralyses and failures.
This note of redemption and optimism is repeated in Joyce's
later works,

and may stem from his irrepressible energy, which

was too great to be inhibited by a contrary experience. After all,
the Voh-tKalt^s last passage begins with the words "Welcome,
ends in Molly's
the last
with

THE,

YES

I &aZd yaò

taking a capital letter;

0

I MltZ Víò.",

and F^nmgan^ Wake, ends

the most promising of all words.

18

I - The Artificer

To llvi,

to

to

tulamph,

to fiddfizato.

oá -exáei
A Portrait

{^all,

to
out

19

Bernard Benstock,
work,

in an overall study of James Joyce and his

affirms that

H^-6 own
io^x. JoiJcQ. had be.e.n the. baòd metaló
^/Lom which hd alchim-lcaZZtj made gold, and
^a^hlomd that gold -into aAtl^act.0 that at {^Ifiòt
gave, thz llluòton o
fie.alli,tlc. pofitfialtu-io. but
lateA took on complex and cxottc óhapc-i. The
Stephen Vcdaluò who matuKc^ j^Aom tn^ancij to eaAlij
adulthood tn A Portrait of The Artist as a Young
Man and tò {^fiozcn -in t-ime at age twenty-two in
Ulysses paKalleli> -in hli> lt{,e that o{, the ijoung
Jame.0 Joyce, while the Shem the Penman o^
Finnegans Wake cafifi-ieò the parallel -into
{^utufiiòtic cafiicatufie

Hugh Kenner in his essay The

Cubist

Portrait

makes an

analogy of Joyce's A ?on.tn.ait with Rembrandt's self-portraits,
painted nearly every year from his twentieth year.

But whereas

a portrait of Rembrandt at 22 is painted by the man of 22 and
interpreted by the.wisdom of that age, Joyce's A Vo^itfiait is
"painted"from memory by an older man. All in all,
ten years to write the novel,

it took Joyce

and he was already a grown man

when he started it. On the other hand, where the painter looked
into a mirror to paint his portrait,

the writer had to resort to

the"mirror" of his memory to paint his. Joyce's portrait is not
necessarily a self-portrait. The definite
A ?ofitM.alt oi the kfit-ii>t a&

article in the title

a Voung Man indicates that the artist

may be either himself or the generic artist,
indefinite article,

in its turn,

the artist type.

The

shows that the portrait may be

one of a number of possible portraits.

^ BENSTOCK, Bernard. James Joyce. New York, Frederick Ungar
Publishing Co., 1985. p. 8.
^ KENNER, Hugh. "The Cubist Portrait". In; BENSTOCK, Bernard.
Critical Essays on James Joyce. Boston, Ma., G.K. Hall &
Co., 1985.
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It may be said,

similarly,

of the characters in Vubl-indfiò,

that Joyce portrayed three boys — or one boy in three circumstances
— of the time when he was a boy;

adolescents of the time he was

an adolescent, but adults as he observed them, more or less
contemporaneously; men he might become or men he had not become
— but all of them potentialities contained within himself.
Stephen Dedalus in A Vofitfialt,
Vubt-imA.6

So

Richard Rowan in Ex-iZe6 and all the

characters are a typical Joyce character,

that they are not Joyce himself,

in the sense

but are woven out of himself,

self-referential in a more intimate way than in most fiction.

The

backgrounds for the stories are all closely related to Joyce's
personal history. The first,

larger background is Dublin itself,

so much a part of Joyce's mind that distance from the city,
1904,

as of

after the writing of some of the stories in Vubl-im^s but

before many of them,

remained purely geographical — never did

Joyce falter in his faithfulness to Dublin as the setting for all
of his works.

He could never escape from being a Dubliner,

irrespective of his varied European residences. Joyce did what
Stephen,
he

in his sensitiveness,

saw was so important:

escape.

But

found out that Dublin is a city that cannot be escaped from.

He celebrated it all his life;
Dubliner away from Dublin.

he found he was much more a

He eulogized Dublin even while he

condemned it. Although he lived from the age of twenty-one outside
Ireland nearly his entire life,

all of his fiction has Dublin as

its setting. He displays in this way the self-exile's love/hate
relationship to his place of origin. Letters and fiction both
display this ambiguous dichotomy.
while in Ireland in 1909,
J am o ^ Vublin'.
un/iapp^ne44.

he plainly states;

It -iò the. city o I

7 long to

In his letters to his wife Nora,

be. oat o

laitana,
it"

(L,

"How 6-ick,

òZc-k,

o

AayicouA. and

163).

"Vublin lò

a

ò-íck
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de.te.òtabZ& cZty and thd paopte. afie. moòt Ae.pulò-ív& to mc."(L,
while Gabriel,
questions

in "The Dead",

with the words

teZl you the. t-iath,

iafifiow"

(P,

hotly responds to Miss Ivors'

"In.Z-òk Ã-ò not mij language.

I'm òtck oi my own country"

Stephen bitterly retorts

166),

(D,

(...)

0,

to

203), and

"ÍK.e.tand á,-ò the. old òOM that e.atò

hen.

203) .

The love is expressed in Joyce's detailed depiction of Dublin
in all his works,
streets,

parks,

in his obsessively accurate description of

statues,

houses, public places and even in

Gabriel's praising of Irish hospitality in his speech in The

Dead:

7
mon.e òtKongty wZth eve.fiy fie.c.an.n.tng ye.an.
that oafi cou.ntn.y haò no tfiadltlon which doe.ò It
i>o much honoun. and wh-Lch tt should guafid &o
j zatoui-ly aò that o^ lti> hoòpttaltzy. It -iò a
tn.adttton that lò unique, aò ^ah. aò my exp&Ale.nce
goes (and I have vlòlted not a ^eu) placeò abroad]
among the. modern natlon-ò. Some woutd òay,
pe.n.hapò, that with uò It lò 'Lathe.H. a falling than
anything to be boaòted o^. But granted even that,
It lò, to my mind, a pAlncely falling, and one
that I tfiuòt wlZt tong be cultivated among uó.
(D, 202-3)

As for the setting and episodes in the stories,
can be given:

some examples

the house Joyce describes in "Ara by" is the hoúse

at 17 North Richmond Street where John Joyce,
with the family late in 1894

(JJ,

his father, moved

42). One of the neighbours there

was a girl called Eveline for whom the story in Vubtlnen.&

is named,

and who probably served as inspiration for her fictional namesake
years later. He even based the story on the fact that the girl
was in love with a sailor,
affair

(JJ,

but he gave a different outcome to the

43) . The episode depicted in "An Encounter" was developed

from a first-hand experience he and his brother Stanislaus had one
afternoon when they met a homosexual while playing truant from
Belvedere School

(JJ,

47). The house at 15 Usher's Island where
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the Misses Morkan live in"The Dead"

is a house which belonged to

Joyce's great-aunts Mrs. Callanan and Mrs. Lyons. Mrs.
daughter Mary Ellen also lived there,
known as the

Flt/nn school",

Callanan's

and the house was also

a circumstance he brought

to the novella.
The use of the Martello Tower, where Joyce lived with Gogarty
and Samuel Trench for a few weeks in 1904,
chapter of UZij.6-6 d-ò;
"An Encounter",

the itinerary followed by the two boys in

including the Liffey,

the Royal Canal,

occurs in the opening

the North Strand Bridge over

the Pigeon House Road;

all his background as a

student used in the

— Clongowes Wood College,

College, University College,

Dublin;

friends in his works,
in FZnmgan-ó Wake.)

Cranly in the VofitfiaLt,
cite but a few);
■fact,

his portrayal of college

either using their real names

or surrogate names

Belvedere

(Thomas Kettle

(J.F. Byrne appears as

Gogarty as Buck Mulligan in

Utyò^tíò,

to

these are examples that could be multiplied.

In

it is very likely that, all incidents and places in all the

stories are closely related to Joyce's experiences or observations.
He himself stated once that he could never "invent" fictional
material,

so he looked for models among his own as well as his

father's acquaintances

3

.

It is perhaps impossible to list in one single work all the
analogies that link Joyce's life and work,

though

Ellmann's

monumental biography goes a good way in this direction. Only the
relevant points to my argument are being highlighted here,
in any case,
Duffy, of

the person/character analogies are manifold.

"A Painful Case",

Bernard. Op.

James

has a very close resemblance to the

man Joyce might have become had he stayed in Dublin.

^ BENSTOCK,

and,

cit.

The
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similarity of names

(James in both cases and the surname having

the same number of letters)

suggests that James Duffy may well

be a surrogate name for Joyce. When Joyce wrote this story,
which he first gave the name of
already left Ireland,

"A Painful

Incident".,

and uppermost in his mind,

to

he had

as some of the

stories written in the year 1905 show, was his preoccupation with
the

"òou.t'6 -incuAabie. tone.tZn2.60",

to escape paralysis, perhaps

of the incapacity of Dubliners

in contrast with his own successful

attempt to leave Ireland behind.
Duffy is a man living in an outlying district of Dublin,
"aò

^a/L ai>

(D,

107),

poòò-Lhtd i^Aom the a-itij 0^ which ho. u)a6 a c-it-czen"
in an old sombre house,

"ndlthtn. companions noA. ^Ale.nd.0,

as sombre as his mood,
church nofi ch.Q.Q.d"

(D,

having

109),

seeing his relatives only at Christmas or when they died. A man
set apart from family life, politics,

religion,he has no links

with the outside world nor does he indulge in any pleasures except
for an occasional concert or opera. Joyce depicted in Duffy the
apex of the

Dubliner paradigm in his paralysis and incapacity to

make a move towards changing his way of life,
with the rest of humanity or,

establishing bonds

to sum it in one word,

He makes Duffy realize his detachment though,
aware of having been "outcast {^à-om £-cj$e'<S
yet realization does not bring change.

integrating.

and become acutely

^e.a6t"

(D,

117). And

Duffy is — and remains —

alone.
In "A Little Cloud" ,
projection of Joyce,
characters.

both Little Chandler and Gallaher are a

in opposite ways,

as much as they are opposite

In depicting Gallaher as the successful man of the

London Press, he is unveiling the old belief that one had to
escape in order to become someone of importance.
Chandler's thoughts the idea is clear:

In Little

ijou wanted to óucccíd
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you had to go ai^aij.

Vou could do nothing -in Vubl^n"

(D,

73) . Joyce

himself had left Dublin two years before he wrote this story in
1906

"to zncounte,^ {^on. the. m-itt-ionth t-imo. tiiz n.Q.alZtij

and to

j^oAgu in tha òm-íthtj oi

oi

fiací"

(P,

253) .

his achieved escape,

[hZi]

exp&A.ienc&

6out the. unc.n.e.ate.d conòc-íe.nae.

So Gallaher is a projection of Joyce in

in his career as a newspaper writer,

admired

as a man of the word/world by the timid companion who had stayed
behind. At the same time. Little Chandler is also a projection of
Joyce as he would have become had he not left:
dreamer,

the melancholy

admiror of Byron, prospective verse writer held back at

home by his relentless bonds, married to a simple girl and tied
to an ordinary job through the necessity of making ends meet.
However, when Joyce built his character,

he had already lived

away from Ireland long enough to have realized,

perhaps,

that

geographical aloofness does not of itself break bonds. Also he
might have begun to see Ireland and the Dubliners under a more
generous light. At the same time that Little Chandler sees Gallaher
as the hero of the triumphant return,
friend characteristics that displease
vulgaA In hli>

he begins to discern in his
him.

"T/ze/te

in.-Le.nd wh-iah he had not ob6e.A.ved beioAe."

-i orndthZng
(D,

77) .

This is Joyce grown more understanding. There are more similarities,
between Joyce and Chandler than mere personal appearance and
circumstances

(both wear glasses, write verses and are married to

simple females)

— Joyce married to Nora in Dublin might have

undergone the same experiences and feelings as Little Chandler.
And Joyce's present awakening generosity towards the Dubliners
makes Chandler wish Gallaher might "put hiò
li he. could iind the. gtn.1"
and "country cute."

(D,

81).

he.ad Zn the. 6ac.k

He had found his girl,

(...)

simple

(Gabriel's mother's description of Gretta) ,

warm and fiery and motherly at the same time. Annie's warmth is

but
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shown in her kissing her husband after the bestowal of a gift;
her fiery temper in her shouting at him at the baby's crying;
her raotherliness in her fondling the baby to quiet him; which all
point to characteristics of Joyce's wife Nora. At the end of
"A Little Cloud"

there remains a doubt as to whether the soothing

words uttered by Annie are actually directed at the baby alone
or at both the baby and her husband.
So Joyce had a touch of Gallaher — the condescendent
outsider — and of Little Chandler — the paralytic Dubliner,

torn

between diffidence and joy at being what he was and having what
he had:
thought,

"Me.ZanchoZy Maò thz dominant note,

te.mpe.A,ame.nt,

but It waò a me.lanc.holij te.mpe.^e.d by fie.c.un.fienc.e.&

and /LíÁtgnatton and joy"

(D,

oi

he.

{^alth

73) .

Gabriel Conroy in "The Dead" is also a projection of Joyce the
man. Ellmann,

in "The

Backgrounds of 'The Dead'"

(JJ,

243-53),

points out the various links between the novella "The Dead" and
•Joyce's life. The-setting — the house at 15 Usher's Island;
characters — Gabriel, part Joyce, part John Joyce;

Gretta,

nearest representation of Nora Barnacle in Joyce's works,
perhaps for Bertha in Exttei>;
speech,

the
the

except

the circumstances — the party,

the

Gabriel's realization of Gretta's interest in another man

before him;

the persons,

the songs,

all are closely connected to

Joyce's life.
Gabriel's similarity to Joyce begins with their physical
appearance and activities — both wear their hair parted in the
middle and gilt-rimmed glasses;
VaZty

both write reviews for the Dublin

Both are proud and jealous of their wives and are

stunned when they learn of the young tuberculous boy who died for
love of the girl.
not all Joyce.

Both have an academic education.

But Gabriel is

Besides some differences in appearance to
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counterpart their similarities — while Joyce was lean,
a "6tout talllòh ijoung man",

Gabriel was

for example — Joyce was the one who

left for the Continent, while Gabriel stayed behind,

always

looking to the Continent, but only able to enjoy it on holiday
trips. Besides,
not James',

Gabriel's after-dinner speech is John Joyce's,

as was the habit of staying overnight in a hotel and

leaving the children behind when they were too young to attend
the Misses Flynn's party.

In the same way,

Gabriel's resentment

towards his mother's assessment of Gretta recalls John Joyce's
quarrel with his own mother, who was never reconciled to his
marrying a girl of lower social station.
Through Gabriel's musings at the end of "The Dead", as well as
through Richard Rowan's final acceptance of doubt in

,

Joyce acknowledges the fact that a woman is not an extension of a
man, but an independent being, with independent thoughts and
desires.
Chester Anderson says of Joyce's wife;

NoA.a gave Joyce, many
the. qualities, he, me.de.d Zn
a Moman: ^a^-th^ulntiò, tKuòt, te.nde.h.ne.&i>, dominance.,
ivZt. She. comb-ine.d -innocence and e.a/Lth-ine.0^ -cn
pKopo^tlonò that nearly {^ul^^llled hl-i> longing ioK
pan.lty and de.i>e.zfiatton: he, fie,c.alle.d theln. e.nc.ounte.n.
oi 16 June, aò "a 0ac.f1ame.nt which le.it me a ^Inal
4en4e o^ 60A.A.01V and degradation". She loa^ mate.A.nal
enough to play Cl/ice to hlò òwlne, un^ofimed enough
to be hli> Galatea, ^alth^ul enough to be hlò
Penelope. She provided the "reality o^ experience"
which helped him ^orm Gretta Conroy In "The Vead",
Bertha Rowan In Exlleò, Molly Bloom In Ulyòòe-ò and
Anna Llvla Plurabelle In Flnneganò Wake. The only
role-6 òhe could not play were thoòe õj~lntellectaal
companion
...
and oi betrayer, an eòòentlal part
that Joyce Invented ^or her, ilve yean, a^ter their
llròt meeting.^

4

ANDERSON, Chester G. James Joyce and his World.
and Hudson, 1967. p. 49-50.

London,

Thames
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This creation of unfaithfulness shows that Joyce reconstructed
his life to conform to his art, not just borrowed from it. As
Stephen Dedalus later states:
miòtakíò.

Hiò

dlòc.ov(í^ij"

"Bo-òh!

A man

gen-iu6 makeó no

Q.fifLOKò afid volitional and afio. the. poh.talò o^

(U,

156) .

The doubt at the end of "The Dead" and of Exlle-6
never to be dissipated.

is a doubt

Gabriel will never know to what extent

Gretta was involved with Michael Furey.

Richard Rowan will never

be sure whether Bertha surrendered to Robert Hand in his cottage
at Ranelagh.
himself.

But the doubt is created by Joyce/Richard/Gabriel

He chooses to live in doubt. Richard pushes Bertha

towards Robert in order to test her,
persuaded of her faithfulness,
his own creation of doubt.

but he does not want to be

in the same v;ay Joyce indulges in

He has Robert Hand refer to the core

of the question when he says to Richard:

A battle, o^ both ouA. òoulò (...) agaln.!,t all that
lò {^al&e. -in the.m and In the. wofild. A battle, o^
youfi ÒOU.I agaln&t the. òpzctfie.
fidelity, oi
mine, aga-ínót the ^ipe.ctfie. o^ {^fitend&hlp. (E, 88)

Both Extle.,0 and "The Dead"

were written after Joyce had left

Dublin and the driving impulse behind "The Dead" was his wife
Nora's remembrance of Michael

(Sonny)

Bodkin, who had died of

tuberculosis after ignoring his illness to sing to her one rainy
night. For the theme of Extle.6,

he drew on the character of his

friend Cosgrave, who had failed to secure Nora's favours in 1904
but tried later to convince Joyce that he had succeeded, when
Joyce visited Dublin alone in 1909. At the time Joyce heard
Cosgrave's account,

long before he was persuaded of Nora's

faithfulness by his brother Stanislaus and before he turned the
account and his feelings about it into fiction,

he was so immersed
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in doubt and self-pity that he wrote Nora;

I have, hia^d th-iò only an houA ago t^Aom hlò llp&.
Mij G.i/e.4 a^Ld lull o{i t<ian.ò, tiaKà o^ òo)tn.o\.<s and
mon.t'ii-icat.lon. Uij hdafit -Li, lull
bÁ.Xto.finzòò and
dzòpaln.. 7 can 4ee nothing bat ijoun. j^ace aò It voai,
whtn fialòtd to mznt anoth^A.'^. 0, Uofia, pltij mo,
Ion. what 1
now. I òhall c.fiij {^on. daiji,. h\ij
\alth In that {,ac& I lov2.d l& bAokan. 0, 'Noà.a, Non.a
have pity ion. my poon. u)n.e.tc.hid love.. I cannot call
you any dean. name. be.cau6e. tonight I have Icannt
that the. only being I believed In wa4 not loyal to
me. (L, 158)

as he later made Richard Rowan say to Bertha:

I have a deep, deep wound o^ doubt In my òoul
(...) — a deep wound o^ doubt which can neven.
be healed. I can neven. know, neven. In thli,
won.ld. (E, 144) ,

notwithstanding Bertha's own words

"Po you believe now that I

been tn.ue to you? laòt night and always,"

(E,

have

142).

Gabriel Conroy never questions that Gretta has been true to
him. Nevertheless her confession of a dead lover takes him by
surprise and fills him with doubt:

Â vague ten,n.on. seized GabKlel ... ai, l^, at that
houn. when he had hoped to tn.lumph, òome Impalpable
and vindictive being waò coming against him,
gathen.lng {^oKcei, agalnòt him In Itò vague won.ld.
(D, 220)

Gabriel's jealousy smoulders,

but he refrains from asking questions.

He is afraid to know that he has not been the most important
person in Gretta's life. At first

"Gab^ilel waò òllent.

wlòh hen. to think that he waò lnten.e6ted In thlò
(D,

He did not

delicate boy"

219) . Then he accepts the revelation of the story but still

"He did not question hen. again

{on. he

{^elt that ihe would tell
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ftòn 0^

(D,

220) . And after hearing the whole tale,

remains is a feeling of despondency;
to think how poon. a paMt he.,
(D,

222).

"It hafidtij painid him now

hah. husband,had platj^d In han Zl^e."

He had not willingly heard Gretta's disclosure.

rather have remained ignorant of this past love,
himself felt,

what

He would

in the way Joyce

as he clearly states in his letter to Nora of

21 August 1909;

I vofiote. today to ijoun. mothzM but fitatlij I don't
want to go [to Galwaij] . Thaij Mill ^p&ak o^ ijoa
and 0^ things unknown to me.. I dfie,ad to be, éhoivn
eue.n a picture o^ you ai, a gl^tl {^on. I óhall think
"1 did not know he.n. then nofi òht me.. When òhe
iaunte^ed to maòò In the. moaning 6h& gave. he.n. long
glance,^ 6 ometlme-ò to iome. boy along the fioad. To
othe./Lé but not to me.". (L, 161)

As Chester Anderson says, Nora helped Joyce shape his
feminine characters. When I say that Gretta is directly drawn
from Nora,

I mean firstly the similarities between the two:

Gretta is a "c.ountn.y cute." from Galway,

as Nora is;

intellectually inferior to their husbands,
and down-to-earth.

both are

but both are straight

Gretta mocks Gabriel's ways and defies him:

- Goloihe^'. &ald Ihfiò. ConKoy. Thafò the. late.àt.
Whenever. It'ò wet undeK^oot I mu.it put on my
goloiheò. To-night e.ve.n he wanted me to put them
on, but J wouldn't. The next thing he'll buy me
will be a diving òult. (D, 180)

While Nora, not being an intellectual companion,

accepted Joyce

matter-of-factly:

HeK Immediate Ae^pon^e to him, howeveA, wai not
befuddled but ^el^-po^òeòòed, and a^^tenwa^idò Joyce
liked to think 0
hei aò "iauntexíng"
Into hlò ll^e,
a ca/Leleò& acceptance o^ him which came to
an eòòentlal paAt
Ihc. i^emale tempeAament.
(JJ, 159)
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Nora and Gretta share their intellectual inferiority with Bertha,
in Ex-tídò :

W/xen I do not unde.^òtand anything that he. vofilt<Li>,
whin I cannot halp him In any May, lohdn I don't
&ve.n undeAótand hal^
what he òayò to me.
i,om(ltlmc.ò'. (E, 125)

The Michael Furey episode in "The Dead" is a recounting of
Nora's early love remémbrances. '^Gabriel' s feelings for Gretta
echo those of Joyce for Nora. Joyce writes her in a letter of
26 September 1904:

knd ydt why should I be a^hame.d oi Mofid^? Why
òhoutd I not c.aZt you what In my hdaKt I
contlnaalZy call you? What Is It that pfi(ivQ,nti>
me unless It be that no won.d Is tender enough
to be youfi name? (L, 31)

and a few years later he reproduces his words in a letter from
Gabriel to Gretta:

"Why Is It that wo fids like these seem to me

so dull and cold?

Is It because then.e Is no woA.d tendefi enough

to be youn. name?"

(D,

214). Joyce himself explicitly blends life

and fiction when he writes Nora in August 1909:
the thfiee adjectives
body.

They afie these:

I have used In

"Vo you /lemembeA.

"The Vead" In speaking o^ youfi

"musical and strange and pefi^umed"

(L,

163) .

So he owns to a description of Nora while creating Gretta. No
clearer indication can be given of the close connection between
Nora and Gretta.
As Hugh Kenner reiterates in his essay.

Joyce contained, then, within him, multitudes.
All the men In VubllneAS a/te men he might have
been, all Impels oned In devious ways by the city,
all come to tefims o^ some so At with It, all
meeting o/l fie^uslng shadow selves who taunt them
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w-ith the. ópcctíA 0^ anotliaA. couA-ic. once poòò-ibte.
but noio }3066lble no longefi. dubtlnen-ò ii, a poitKalt
oi the. afittòt aò manij te.A.nUnated men. And ^t
{^on.e,ò liadowò the moAe {,amouò Vofitfiait In anothe.h.
way, having one .iubject who doeò not òtaij .òt-iZZ
-cn ttme.. The boij -in "The SZ-òteA-ó" doe-ò not become.
GabA-iei. Convoy, but he might. Eveline doeò not
become the MaA.-c<x o^ "Clay", but -òhe mtght. Bob
VoA.an doeò not become Ltttle Chandler., but he
m-ight. And none o^ the men become Jame-ò Joyce, noA.
none oi the women NoAa, but they contain the
'poòòibtlttteó alòo.^

Although concentrating on the study of VublZneAó, one cannot
disregard the other works even while scrutinizing the stories,
with more reason when the study is transtextual;

and still more

when the writer is James Joyce. The ?ofitn.alt draws on his life
for characterization and events;

so does Exileò,

but that does

not make either of these works autobiographies. What is being
shown here is how his life and work intermingle more than most
writers'

life and work,

into the others,

and how each of his works infiltrates

making a whole of the parts,

even when each part

can be seen as an independent piece.
Life itself is a great text,

and Joyce's own life a text

within this great one, which plays with his fiction in such a way
that one borrows from the other constantly. One might say that
his life is the hypotext from which the hypertexts of his fiction
are forged. Harry Stone says thaf'Araby" is a portrait of the
artist as a young boy,
saying that Dubllnefiò

and Kenner completes this observation by
is the portrait of the artist as many

terminated men.

C
KENNER,

Hugh. Op.

cit. p.

108.
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II - Paradigms and Epiphanies:

The Unity of Dubliners

One God,

om law,

And one

one.

dlv-Lm event,

To whlck -the Mkole creation movei.
Tennyson,

The Two Voices
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Vubt^ne.A6 can be — and has been — read exhaustively.
story has been read and dissected,
interpreted,

each character studied,

Each
titles

symbols taken up, minute studies of each aspect made.

I intend to see the stories — with respect to motifs,
character — as a whole,

style and

and point to the intersections,

repetitions

of patterns and re-evaluation of prototypical characters.
To collect

fifteen stories under one title gives these

stories much more in common than just geographic inclusiveness.
There is more than one common denominator for the stories,
list them as examples of paralysis,

disappointments,

and to

epiphanies,

and misery would be an oversimplification. These elements are to
be discussed, and we can try to trace some at least of the points
that make of the collection a whole,

and of the last story a just

finale.
Each story has one or more protagonists and each of these
can be seen as a discrete person.
are paradigmatic characters,

But the characters in Vubllntfiò

and we might narrow the number down

to fewer than are actually presented in the stories.

In calling

the characters paradigmatic I refer to the linguistic terms of
Ducrot and Todorov, who state that there is no uttering in a
language without associations of various unities,

be they

consecutive or simultaneous. These associations can be syntagmatic
or paradigmatic.

Syntagmatic associations or relations refer to

the way in which different elements combine with respect to the
places each one can take in the linear chain of discourse.

The

syntagmatic study of an element is the indication of the different
environments it can be influenced by,

that is,

the elements which can precede or follow it,
they appear and,

the indication of

the order in which

if they do not come in succession,

the distance
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between them. Paradigmatic relations refer to the elements linked
by association of ideas in which,
another,

one element being similar to

it can occupy the place of the other^.

Saussure says that in a language everything is based on
relations,

and goes on to explain that

The A.elat^on6 and
^e^e.nce.'i bo-tMeen Z-ingu-iit-lc
teAm.6 develop -in tivo d-iòtZnctÃ.ve òphefieò, each
o{^ lúhÃ.ck c^ecLteé a eefitaZn ctaòò
valueò; the
oppoòÁ.t-Lon between theóe two clcLò-òeé help^i -in
the unden.òtand-Lng o^ the nature oi each one. They
c.oA.n.e&pond to two modeò oi oun. mental activity,
both IndlòpenòabZe to the Zl^e o^ language.^

On one hand,

Saussure says, within discourse,

the terms

establish among themselves relations based on the linear
characteristic of the language, which excludes the possibility
of pronouncing two elements at the same time

(syntagmatic

associations). One term only acquires meaning because of the
other term which precedes or follows it,
On the other hand,

or because of both.

outside discourse, words that have

something in common become associated in memory and thus form
groups inside which different relations occur.
these relations associative

Saussure calls

(Todorov and Greimas paradigmatic).

DUCROT, Oswald e Tzvetan Todorov. Dicionário das Ciências da
Linguagem. Ed. portuguesa orientada por Eduardo Prado Coelho. Lisboa, Publicações Dom Quixote, 1982. p. 135-41.
2

~
SAUSSURE, Ferdinand de. Curso de Lingüística Geral. São Paulo, Editora Cultrix, 1987. p. 142 - my translation into
English. "As relações e as diferenças entre termos lingüis
ticos se desenvolvem cm duas etapas distintas, cada uma
~
das quais é geradora de certa ordem de valores; a oposição
entre essas duas ordens faz compreender melhor a natureza
de cada uma. Correspondem a duas formas de nossa atividade
mental, ambas indispensáveis pcira a vida da língua."
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Saussure goes on to say that the idea of syntagmatic
relations is applicable not only to words but to groups of words
and complex unities of all dimensions and kinds.

It is not enough

to think of the relations which bring together the different
parts of a phrase;

one must take into consideration the relation

which links the whole to the parts. The groups formed by mental
association not only bring together the terms which have something
in common,

but also absorb the nature of the relations which

bring them together in each case,

so there is something in common

both in form and in meaning. A simple word,

can evoke
3
anything likely to be associated with it one way or another .
For Jakobson,

brings into action,
mechanisms;
relations)
unities

for example,

the interpretation of any linguistic unity
at every moment,

two independent intellectual

comparison with similar unities

(paradigmatic

and the establishing of relations with coexisting

(syntagmatic relations).

•our case a character, or a story,
by the influence of those words,

So the meaning of a word,
etc.

or in

is determined simultaneously

characters,

stories,

etc., which

surround it and by the evocation of those that could have replaced
it.
Both syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations can be found in
Vubl^mA.6.

Syntagmatic relation can be illustrated in the order

Joyce gave in the final assembling of the different stories;
stories of boyhood being followed by stories of adolescence,
adulthood,

and public life,

and all of these given a neat close

in the last story, "The Dead".

Paradigmatic relation is seen in

the exchangeability of characters in the different stories and
in the repetition of patterns and situations.

3

SAUSSURE,

Ferdinand de. Op.

cit. p.

142-77.

Experiences and
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feelings

recur,

even in different degrees or circumstances. The

women characters are fewer than numbered.Mangan's sister in"Araby"
might be Eveline, and Eveline might be Maria of Clay.
Taking the three first stories in the order they are presented
in the collection:

"The Sisters", "An Encounter"

of childhood as Joyce himself called them

(L,

and "Araby",

stories

77). The three boys

could have been but three experiences undergone by one boy. This
boy could have developed into a number of adult characters in
VubZ^ndfiò,

if not into all of them.

None of the three boys in the first three stories lived with
their parents. The boy in "The Sisters" and the one in "Araby"both
state that they live with uncle and aunt.
not mentioned,
either,

In "An Encounter" ,

it is

but he is likely not to live with his parents

for he mentions his classmate Leo Dillon's parents'

going

to mass every morning and says nothing of his own. The three
boys might be but one in different moments of life, maturing in
.one aspect of his personality in each circumstance.
There are,

to be sure, more similarities between the three

boys in the first three stories than meets the eye. The narrative
of the boy in

"The Sisters" is about the dead priest who had been

his mentor. The boy in "Araby"lives in a house at North Richmond
Street whose former tenant had been a priest who had died in the
back drawing-room. Although not his direct mentor,

he had left

the waste room littered with "otd u6eZc.ò6 pape.K6",

through which

the boy shuffled,

looking for something interesting.

He found

some books which interested him. Among them Tkd Abbot,
Scott,

an author referred to by the "otd jOòi>Q.fi" of "An

Religion is a pervading force in all the stories,

by Walter
Encounter".
but it is

overtly present with the boys. Father Flynn explains to the boy
in "The Sisters"

"tho. mean-ing o^ the. d-i^ie.Ac.nt ceAemoiUe-i

o (J the
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maóó and

the

ííe.A.e.nt ve^tmenté mo/lh bij the.

(D,

13).

The whole of the first story hovers around the mysteries and
rituals of the Church:

from the secrecy of the confessional to

an unspoken communion with wine and cream crackers in the dead
priest's house. Joe Dillon,

in "An Encounter",

a vocation for the priesthood,

is reported to have

and his parents go to eight-o'clock

mass every morning in Gardiner Street. The boy in "Araby"
of "òhfi-iZt tÁ.tanÁ.Q.ò

o

òhop-boyò"

(D,

31),

speaks

and the name of the

girl he worships springs to his lips "at nwimnt^ -in òt^Lange.
pn.aytn.i, and pfialònií"

(d,

he breaks a chalice,

and "thiij òatj Zt wa4 the. boij'ò

(D,

31). Father Flynn's decay starts when

17), while the boy in "Araby" bears his

through a tkn.ong 0|i {,00.6"

11),

"ahaZ-Lce ^a{^zlij

(D,/ 31) . The boy in "The Sisters" puzzles

his head "to zxtfiaat mtan-ing
(D,

^ault"

^Cotte^' ■i,~j an^ZnZikid ■òo.ntence.ò"

and the boy in "Araby" "coarei IntzA^p^iit tkeòe. ó-ign-ò" (D, 33).

One "òtiidlz.d the. lighted òquafie oi window" to discern the
reflection of candles as a sign of the priest's death,

the other

hears the rain "through one o^ the broken paneò" while "6ome
dlòtant lamp on. lighted window gleamed below

[^hlinj"

(D,

31).

There is always, a window between the boy and his target,as there
is always a window separating Gabriel in "Tne Dead"from the world
outside.
The three stories of childhood are the only stories in the
collection told from a first person narrator's point of view.
All three of them depict an adult mind probing into the depth of
a boyish consciousness.

The narrative is adult,

both in language

and in thought. No young boy of the age portrayed in the stories
would use the kind of language the narrators/narrator use. Take
illustrative sentences from each story:
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Night o.{^t(Lfi night I had pai>i,Q.d the. houi^a [It wa^
vacation tlmo.) and òtudlad thu llghttd òqaafia
oi u}lndou): and night a^tzn. night I had ^ound It
tlghtzd In thd éame waij, faintly and iv^nty.
(The Sisters, D, 9)

A 6pln.lt ol unn.ullne.06 dl{,iu6(id lt6e.li cimong u6
and, unde.n, lt6 Influence, dliizn.e.nc.e.6 o^ cultu^LC.
and aon6tltutlon iv&n.e. Malve.d. We. bandad oun.6e.Zve.6
togzthe.fl, 6ome. boldly, 6ome. In je.6t and 6ome.
almo6t In ^zan.: and ol thz numben. o^ thz6e. lattzn.,
thz n.zluztant Índl.an6 Mho wa/ie ain.ald to 6zzm
6tudlou6 on. lacking In n.obu6tnz66, J Ma6 onz.
(An Encounter, D, 20)

What Innumznablz iolllz6 laid wa6tz my Making
and 6lzzplng thought6 a^tzn. that zvznlng'. 7
wl6hzd to annlhllatz thz tzdlou6 lntzn.vznlng
day6. Í chaizd agaln6t thz won.k o^ 6chool. At
night In my bzdn.oom and by day In thz cla66n.oom
hzn. Imagz camz bztiozzn mz and thz pagz I 6tn.ovz
to kzad. (I\r ahy , D, 32)

To start with,

the words used are not likely to come out

of a boy's mouth. Adjectives like faintly,
studious,

innumerable,

■diffuse, waive,

waste,

tedious

evenly,

reluctant,

intervening;

verbs like

brand,

annihilate,

chafe,

like square of window,

unruliness,

jest,

to the vocabulary of a schoolboy,

strive;
follies,

and substantives
do not belong

but rather to an adult matured

into the use of the language.
To give an example of language as used by a young person
in a literary work in contrast to the adult language used by the
three boys, we might have a look at a paragraph from the American
novel Thz Catchzn. In thz Ryz, where J.D.

Salinger reproduces the

jargon of a high-school adolescent:

You'd llkz hzn. 1 mzan 1^ you tzll old Phozbz
6omzthlng, 6hz knom zaactly what thz hzll you'n.z
talking about. I mzan you can zvzn takz hzn.
anyivhznz with you.
you takz hzn. to a lou6y
movlz, ion ln6tancz, 6hz knoco6 lt'6 a lou6y movlz.
ii you takz hzn to a pnztty good movlz, 6hz knotü6
lt'6 a pnztty good movlz. V.B. and 1 took hzn to
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òíe. thi-i, flench movZe., The Baker's V/ife, W-ith
Ka-cmu Zn -it. It k-i.Ztc.d hdM. Hca. {^avoufilto. i.i>
The Thirty-nine Steps tlioagli, with RobdAt Vonat.
Shi knoivó the. MhoZe. goddam nwv^e bij hc.aà.-t, because
I've -taken hdA to òde. it about tan tímc..ò . When
old Vonat corner up to htò Scotch {^afim-houòz, {^on.
Á.nòtance, when he'ò dunning away t^Aom the copò
and all, Phoebe' Zl 6aij Atght out loud tn the
mov-ie — /itght when the Scotch guij tn the p-ictufie
laiji, It — "Can ijou eat the heAAtng?" She knoiv-ò all
the talk by hea^t.

Even taking into consideration differences of time and
culture — Joyce depicting young Irish boys of the early years
of the 20th century and Salinger portraying an American adolescent
of the fifties — the choice of language becomes clear:

there is

an immediacy in Holden Caulfield's recounting of his experiences
in his own adolescent language, whereas Joyce's boys'

experiences

are recounted in a reminiscing tone from a distant point of view
by older narrators.
On the other hand,

the narrator in the three stories,

and

this point is illustrated even in the small sample paragraphs
reproduced above,

present a critical view of the boy/boys and

his/their relation with the world.

Had the boy been recounting

the stories at the time they occurred,

he would not have had the

insight to evaluate in which spirit he joined his companions in
"An Encounter",

or review like an outsider his feelings towards

the girl or the image of the girl,

and depict it as calf-l-ove in

"Araby".
The I/me/mine of the three stories of childhood,

as opposed

to third person narrative of the other twelve in the collection,
is one indication that the protagonist is one person.

4

SALINGER, J.D. The Catcher in the Rye.
England, Penguin Books, 1975. p. 72.

What the

Harmondsworth,

Middlesex,
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reader has is the utterance of an adult mind through the
meanderings of a boyish consciousness striving for reassurance
and understanding;

to put it another way,

romantic language

shown through mature reflection. The boy, or rather the
consciousness of the boy, works around words,

in an attempt to

draw significance out of" them.
The language of "The Dead",
person,

although narrated in the third

is very similar to that of the boyhood stories. The

narrative in the first^ person distances the narration from the
events,

although it brings together narrator and protagonist.

The third person narration in the last story brings together
both facts and time. The first stories convey a reminiscing mood,
whereas the third person in "The Dead" shows the simultaneity of
facts in relation to what goes on in the character's mind.

The

childhood stories are tales of a boy seen through his adult mind.
"The Dead" is a tale of this boy grown adult undergoing mature
experiences and still groping for full understanding.
From the first paragraph of the first story we are
acquainted with the paralysis that pervades VublZn0.^.6 .

The last

paragraph of the last story implies the likelihood of Gabriel's
shaking off that paralysis through his awakening to a westward
movement. The boy in "The Sisters" starts his recollection in
front of a window from the outside.

He is an outsider,

seéking

understanding. The narrator has gone through the years carrying
his burden of paralysis and perplexity, and at the moment of
narration he is once more back in childhood.. He rcccounts his
experiences and his impressionistic view of the episode of the
priest and of those months in his early life in this attempt at
understanding.

Perhaps by occasionally repeating the story,

using all the words that to his mind have some connection with
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his perplexity,

he may come to a complete realization of their

meaning.
Gabriel of "The Dead" ends his musings in front of a window,
this time from the inside. The young pupil of the priest has
walked a long way in life,

and has finally come to the full

realization of his true -identity.

He has dived deeply into his

self-discovery, prompted in the end by the revelations of his
wife Gretta against all his lust and tender feelings. The boy
who felt an outsider,

looking from the outside,

penetrate into the depth of understanding,

trying to

has finally come

inside into the illumination of his epiphany.
^Epiphany is an intuitive and sudden insight into the reality
and basic meaning of an event. The term was transformed by Joyce
from its biblical origin of divine manifestation into a literary
technique. But whereas a religious epiphany always brings
salvation to those upon whom it is manifested,

a Joycean epiphany

is a moment of revelation, of ecstasy one would like to hold but
which escapes through one's fingers;
something valuable gained,

it remains nevertheless as

so that the experience becomes an end

in itself.
In Stephen Hzh.o,

the fragmentary first draft of A Vofitfialt,

Stephen expanded his idea of an epiphany,into his aesthetic

theory

to describe the final and climatic moment in the apprehension of
the beautiful.

By an c.pLphanij he. meant a òuddan òp-ifiltuat
man-if^e-ita-t-íon, ivhetheA -in the. vutaaKltij
-òpcec/i
oh. ofi gíòtu^Le. on. .in a memorable, phaòe. o
the. m-ind
ttòel^. He believed that It wa-ò
the man o^
■íetteA-ò to fiec.on.d theòe eptphanteò lotth ex-theme
caAe, .seeing that theij theméelveò aA.e the moòt
detlcate and evanescent ojJ moments. (P, 288)
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Stephen's theory of epiphanies is related to the three
cardinal

aestlietic principles, or conditions of beauty,

expounds them in the ?an.tKalt',
Aquinas'

principles of

Integritas

they have their origin in

Integritas,

Consonantia and Claritas.

is explained as wholeness or integrity - the perception

of an aesthetic

image as one thing,

"ò2.l{i-bounde,d and -òdlácontained

upon thz A,mme.aò unable. backgA^o und
It".

as he

Consonantia is symmetry,

ópace oft tZme. ivli-icfi -ii> not

the rhythm of structure,

aesthetic image apprehended as
Itò paKtò,

the

coííip-Cc-X,

òípa^able.,

madd up o

and tkz n.<L^utt o{^ Itò pan.tò

thulK òum,

harmonious". And finally,

Claritas

and

is the radiance,

the whatness of a thing, or as Aquinas calls it - Quidditas
(P,

212-3).
The definition in Stíphín He-^o explains this principle of

whatness

more clearly:

k^^tuh. tho, analyòÁ-ò which dlòcovafiò the, òícond
quality the. mind make.i> the. only logically
po6òlble òynthtòlò and dlòcov&^ò the. thln.d
quality. Thlò li> the. moment which I call
iplphany. ¥lfii,t iv& /teco gnlze that the. obje.ct lò
one Integral thing, then we recognize that It lò
an organised composite s-tAuctuAe, a thing In {^act.
finally, when the fielatlon o^ the pafitò lò
exqulòlte, when the pa^tò an.e adjuòted to the
special point, we recognize that It lò that thing
which It lò. Itò òoul, Itò whatneòò, leapò to uò
{^fLom-the veòtment o^ Itò appearance. The òoul oi
the commoneòt object, the òtfiuctufie oi which lò òo
adjuòted, òeemò to uò radiant. The object achleveò
Itò epiphany... (P, 289)

In Vubllnefiò , Joyce did not use the word epiphany,

but the

stories conform to Stephen's idea of revelation and dramatic
art. Joyce tried to expose the same paralysis he showed in some
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5
of the surviving epiphanies
(for example,

,

some of which are used in VublZníAò

the conversation betweem the girl in the bazaar and

the two English gentlemen in Ara by) ,

some in A ?on.tfialt and some

are never used at all.
Joyce, before starting on short-story writing,
like Stephen,
volume.

had planned,

to gather the epiphanies he had collected in a

In Uly&òdi, Stephen self-mockingly recalls;

RemembeA. ijoufi e.pZphan-ííò WKZttzn on gfiidn ovat
laavíò, do-dplij d&ep, copZe^ to be -óen.t
ijou
d-izd to all the. Qfiaat
o^ thi Mo^td,
yinctud-ing AZuxand^-la? (U, 34)

These remaining epiphanies tend to fall into two categories:
some are in the form of a brief dramatic dialogue,
lyrical narratives,

others are

somewhat like prose poems. Joyce seems to

have used the two kinds in Vubl-tne.A.6 :
as already mentioned,

the second in

the first kind in "Araby",

"The Dead",

in Gabriel's final

musings,.
Epiphanies in Vabllne.à.ò,

according to Irene Hendry

are achieved through a trivial incident,

Chayes,

action or single detail

There still exist, in Joyce's own handwriting, twenty-two
epiphanies, none of which occupy a whole page. These manuscripts
are in the Poetry Collection at the State University of New
York at Buffalo. Back of these manuscripts there are numbers
ranging from 1 to 71, which atest to the collection having
reached more than seventy epiphanies. There are twenty-five
others at Cornell University, one of which in Joyce's
handwriting, and the other
copies made by Stanislaus Joyce
in his collection "Selections in Prose from Various Authors".
* BEJA, Morris. "Epiphany and the Epiphanies". In; A Companion
to Joyce Studios. Ed. Zack Bowen and James F. Carens. Wcstport,
Connecticut, Greenwood Press, p. 707-8.
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... whZck dli{^c.n.ò ^/Lom the othtfiò waking up the
ótoAij ontíj tn that i-t t-ílunUnatei them,
Á.nteQfiateò them and gtveó them mean-ing. Jt -tò
Zi.\ie the llnal piece which lò added to the
child'6 pite oi letteKed blocks and completer
the òpetZlng
a wofid on. glve-6 lofim to the
"hou6e" oh. "toioen," he lò bulZdlng.^

But an epiphany can also" be achieved through the means of the
reader's

integrating discovery of the whatness of a thing in

the stories,

of this added

block which illuminates the whole.

Beck says that

Aò thefie an.e In Joyce'ò eafitij expefilmentat
^/lagmentò two klndò o{, epiphany, the natu/iatl^tlcobjectlve and the òabjectlve psychological, 00 too
with Dubliners. In òome òtofileò the habit-fildden
chafiacteKò may exemplify chle^^ly theln. own
unh.esponilvenei'i, and since ion. them sel{,-knowledge
l6 lafigely pafialyzed, any epiphany must accn.ete In
the Keaden.'s recognitions. In othen. stofiles
chan,acten.s themselves expen,lence a cnlsls o^
emotion unden. stn.ess o^ a {,an.then, fieallzatlon, which
they demonstn.ate

The.boys in the first three stories are being seen here as
a projection of one paradigmatic

character,

and as boys that

could have developed into any number of Dubliners,
Gabriel in "The Dead".

including

Their epiphanies go from one to the other

of the two types categorized by Beck.

I shall exemplify the two

types later on.

CHAYES, Irene Hendry. "Joyce's Epiphanies". In: A Portrait
of the Artist as a Young Man; Text, Criticism, and Notes.
Ed. Chester G. Anderson. England, Penguin Books, 1986. p.
361.
7

BECK, Warren. James Joyce; Vision, Substance and Art.
N.C., Duke University Press, 1969. p. 24.
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III - Joyce's "Scrupulous Meanness"
(Letters,

83)

I mZZI. tfiij to
òomz mode. o{^
a-6

I

íxpAe-ò-ò
on. ant 0.0

can and aò wholly ai>

uó^ing

Á.n

I

can

Ion. my c/ejjanca the. only anmi>

I allow myòtli to uòo, — òllancz,
ex-c£e,

and cunning.
(A Pon.tnaZt)
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A - Exile and Cunning

There is a movement in the narrative of VublZnQ.^.i,
the gradual change of the characters'

groping for understanding

and in the mode of narration. "The Sisters"
be written, when Joyce was asked,

both in

was the first story to

in 1904,

to write something to

be published in "The. JfLZòk Homestead", The story can be seen,
Joyce's life work,

in

as the beginning of an entire trajectory of

literary accomplishment in prose from Vubl^mAó

to F^nmganó Wake.

As early as in this first story the reader can detect Joyce's
exploration of the resources of language and his method of
construction that show the direction of his art.

The
paAagAaph oi "The Sli>tefii," lò mo/ie than
the naHfiatlve event ivhtch opens the òtofiij; It
dfiaitíò the tntttat tine
a lafcgen. nafifiattve.
enc.to0u.fLe, and t6 eve^cy btt aò much the
begtnntng o^ the
movement tn the
OAcheótfLatton Oí^ Dubliners tt-òet^.^

The first sentence of the story - "Thence iva-ò no hope {^ofi
htm thlò ttmei It loaò the thtfid òtfioke." — introduces the idea
of death, which makes a full circle to the last story The
The circle is closed with the last words
theln ta&t end,

"tike the descent oi

upon att the tlvlng and the dead".

that was to be the final one in the collection,
finally wrote "The Dead", was "Grace" ,

Dead.

The story

before Joyce

and it does not escape the

prevailing idea of closing the circle with death.
in his sermon at the end of the story,

Father Purdon,

is exhorting his hearers

^ STALEY, Thomas F. "A Beginning: Signification, Story and
Discourse in Joyce's 'The Sisters'". In: Bernard Benstock.
Critical Essays on James Joyce. Boston, Ma., G.K.Hall & Co.,
1985.
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to be prepared to die,

and in order to be ready they should

A-ight theZA accounts" with God.
If the first sentence represents the starting point in a
circle,

the first paragraph is a clue to the pervading theme and

subject of the collection. The boy who starts the narrative does
not know exactly the meaning of the words he uses — paralysis,
gnomon,

simony — nor does the reader at this stage.

sound strange in the boy's ears, not their meaning.

The words
Independently,

each word may not have sufficient meaning in the single story,
though we understand why the words are there as we progress in
our reading.
stories,

But as a beginning for the whole collection of

these words have a great significance — their appearing

in the first paragraph is like a Greek chorus telling the
audience what the performance is about.
in VabZlncfii, are about:
breaking free.
■geometry,

(2)

(1)

paralysis,

So this is what the stories
or the impossibility of

Unity, disguised in the word gnomon.

In

a gnomon is that part of a parallelogram which remains

v/hen a similar parallelogram is taken away from one of its
corners.

If any part of the stories is detached from the whole,

what remains still bears the same characteristics:

one or all

Dubliners are alike. The title itself is representative of the
life of the Irish capital. And
stories as a commanding force,

(3)

religion, present in all the

represented by the word simony,

which means worldly traffic in spiritual things,

such as the

medieval practice of selling ecclesiastical preferments.
So the opening paragraph is an overture for the themes,
conflicts and tensions that are to be evoked again and again in
the story and in VubtZne-A6 as a whole. Although the story was
written in 1904,
Q-plclctl. . .

and revised in 1905 as one of

to bctnaij the òoul

"a idAici,

that hemiplegia

paAalijòlò
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whZc-h may conò-i-dafi a c-itij", as Joyce wrote in a letter to his
brother,

it was revised again in 1909. The Viking edition of

VablZnO-fLò has the early version of "The Sisters" ,

as well as the

final one. Joyce patently redesigned the story to introduce the
major themes and motifs of Vubllnzfiò .

It was this later revision

that brought into the story the boy's preoccupation with the
sound and meaning of the three outstanding words of the first
paragraph. Joyce's care with words is reflected in the boy's
attitude of attentive listener rather than of talker throughout
the story,

in his endeavour to understand the words,

and in his

groping for meaning in the fragmented sentences of old Cotter and
the two sisters.
The three words — paralysis,
by the word word,

gnomon,

simony - are each preceded

stressing the word rather than the meaning.

a fitting beginning for the story,

the collection,

and Joyce's

prose:

in each consequent work he would play differently with

.words:

The Vo^tfiaZt begins with baby talk and ends with

philosophical observation.

Utyòòtò varies registers,

of mock romantic language in the Nausikaa episode,
of English prose styles in the Oxen of
of stream of consciousness,

the

It is

like the use

the parodying

Sun episode,

the use

culminating in Molly Bloom's

uninterrupted flow of thoughts in the Penelope episode,
just some examples. And in FXnmganó Wake,

to cite

there is the creation

of a new world with words, or of new words to form a different
world.

Harry Levin says that Ulijò&dò may be studied as a

comprehensive book of verbal techniques,
Wafee "a un-íveJLòe oi dlòcoufiòo.,
time.,
2

and that in F-cnnagan-i

òQ.Q.minQlij anllmi.tQ.d in -òpace and

lò òpanned bij ai&oc-latlonò

thought and play upon MoAdò"^.

LEVIN, Harry. Introduction to The Essential James Jnynn.
Granada, 1981. p. 16.
~
"

London
'
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It is not only in the presentation of the themes of the
collection,

however,

that Joyce's use of language is

outstanding in VubZ-ínt^ò . With him,
together.

form and content always go

For example, Joyce's narrative technique sets the tone

of his presentation of characters. The attitude he adopts towards
his fellow citizens in VublÁ.nzfiò

is one of friendly pity,

even

while exposing their defects. This is depicted in the feelings
Gabriel experiences towards his sleeping wife at the end of
"The Dead"; "a .òt^angz,

{i^-Le.ndttj p-itij en-t(LA.ed k-iò &out"

(D,

222) .

Joyce never condemns or ridicules the characters in the stories:
he rather presents them for what they are. Even when he seems to
expose some people to ridicule,
can be verified in

he does so sympathetically.

"After the Race",

This

for example, where Jimmy

Doyle is described as a foolish young man with money and a
driving need to belong to better circles and to mix with other
young men from abroad,

showing the common idea that what is good

•is outside Dublin. Even though Jimmy and his father are depicted
as foolish and vain,

the reader has towards them a feeling of

sympathetic understanding, which is transmitted through the
narrator's presentation of them. Joyce's narrative,
in the stories,

as we progress

relies more and more on a sympathetic narrator,

or even on several narrators,

as in the case of "The Dead".

Vubtlntfiò, Joyce employs different voices.
heroes, but what is constant

In all

He does not depict

in human experience.

His task is not

to chastise his protagonists but to understand them.

There is no

contempt in his presentation of low characters. The voices he
uses are those of the characters themselves. The text of VubllnQ.fiò
appears to have been woven out of the characters'

minds,

not

Joyce's. This is clearly a successful attempt on Joyce's part to
use Flaubert's authorial distance from the text.

He chooses the
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words carefully to present the text from the characters'

point

of view even when the narrative is the third person. But all the
stories are depicted from one or another of the characters'
point of view.
Hugh Kenner calls this narrative device the "Uncle Charles
princip1e" — the use of words in a third person narrative in
which the words are not those a narrator would really choose
from his wide range of vocabulary,
himself would probably use.

but those the character

Kenner named the principle from the

paragraph in the Vofitfici.lt where Uncle Charles "fL<i.palfLQ.d to hÁ.i>
outhoaòe. bat not btiofiz h.2. had Qfi(iai>Q.d and bfiushcd òc.fiupulouòltj
hl&

back halfL and bfiLUhid and pat on hlò tall hat"

(P,

60) .

Kenner's argument is that words like repaired,

for example, would
3
not be used by the narrator, but by Uncle Charles himself .
This principle is widely used in VabltnefLó . The opening
paragraph of "Eveline",

for example,

starts with she,

but clearly

shows the protagonist's way of seeing things:

She. i>at at the. wZndon) watching the evening
Invade, the. avenae.. Hefi head leaned agalnòt
the. w-indoio cafitalnò and -in hefi noòtfillò waò
the. odoafL
daòty cfietonne. (D, 36)

The awareness of the odour of the cretonne is Eveline's.
This paragraph shows,

through the "Uncle Charles principle",

Joyce's sympathetic presentation of the shortcomings of
Dubliners:

there is no judgement of values in the existence of

the odour;

it is something the character herself is aware of.

One can well imagine Eliot's condescension toward Eveline,

3

KENNER, Hugh. Joyce's Voices.
of California Press, 1978.

Berkeley,

LA,

London,

if

University
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one considers how the characters in his early poems are looked
down on. He would consider the " o do an.

duòtij cAetonne" window

curtains with fastidiousness rather than with Joyce's sense of
the girl's plight. And Becket might have taken note of Eveline's
final catatonic state, but he would probably have stressed the
absurdity of her having come to that state.
This focus on the mind of the character pervades the few
pages of the story;

Home'. She looked /lound the Aoom, -^lev^eui-cng
all Itò ^umlllcifi object'!) lohtch òhe had dusted
once a week {^ofi &o manij ijeaAó, ivondeAtng
ivheAe on ean.th c-H the diut came ifiom.
(D, 37)

The expression

"vohe^e on eaKth" inserted in the reflection

is clearly Eveline's. As Robert Scholes says;

In choo-ò-ing Evel-íne aó a ^ocu6, Joyce (...)
has selected a centfial tntell-igence ujho té
not ve^ij Intelligent (...) and ^avoufted (. ._. )
an Internal pe^spect-ive {^txed tn a mind lohtch
ts not only deprived oi certain knowledge
about the events oi the stofiy but ivhtch is
absolutely limited in education and
intelligence. ,

thus showing that Joyce is as concerned with the operation of
cowed and undeveloped minds as with superior and delicate ones.
The first words of "The Dead" prove these two points - Joyce's
sympathetic understanding towards Dubliners and the Uncle Charles
principle, which often come together;

^ SCHOLES, Robert. "Semiotic Approaches to a Fictional Text;
Joyce's 'Eveline'". In; James Joyce Quarterly, 16 (1/2);
65-80, Fall/Winter, 1979".
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Lllij, tkd cafidtakzn.^ ò daugktí^, toas lltanallij
Aun
kzfi iddt. Hafidlij had élie brought om
gentle.man ^nto the. llttlo. pantfiij bdUnd tlic.
o{ii-ic.(L on the. gAoand {^looK and helped h-Lm o^á
wÁ,th htò ovzficoat than the Mhe.ezij hall-doon.
be.Zt. clanged agatn and òhe had to -òcampeA. along
the bafie hallway to let tn another guest.
(D, 175)

One can easily visualize- Lily later recounting the episode to a
companion and exclaiming,
to and fro:

after describing her incessant rushing

"I wa6 ItteKallij fiun

"'{/ ieet\",

as well as her

using the word gentleman to refer to the Misses Morkan's male
guests.
"The Dead" is narrated in many voices,

and often the shift

of narrative is so swift and unannounced that it takes the reader
some prying into the text to realize it has taken place.
are also some touches of an outside narrator,
through the story,

There

even if scattered

such as the paragraph descriptive of Gabriel,

in between. Lily's and Gabriel's shifting views. The first four
pages of the story present,
film,

like the movement of a camera in a

the narrative moving from Lily's point of view in the first

paragraph to a description in the second one of the Misses
Morkan's circumstances and guests as the hostesses themselves
would have thought of them. Then,
conversation,
Gabriel's,

after a brief exchange of

the narrative shifts back to Lily's mind,

to the narrator's,

and to Gabriel's again.

perception of the shift is the reader's,

then to

The •

as the narrative does

not explicitly state the changes. This movement goes from one
character to another all through the story,

finally concentrating

exclusively on Gabriel from the moment the party ends and the
guests leave the house. Although the shifting is not explicit,
many clues are given for the perception of the different voices
in the text.

In Lily's flow of thoughts,

the Misses Morkan are
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"MZóó Julia" and "AU44
and

Kate";

for Gabriel they are

"Aunt Julia"

"Aunt Kate". The Misses Morkan's own narrative is being

presented when they are referred to simply as

"Jul-ia" and "Kate".

Likewise are the other members of the family named in different
ways; Kate and Julia think of them as"Pat"(Mary Jane's father)
and"E££e.n" (Gabriel' s mother); when Gabriel himself thinks of
Ellen,

she is referred to as

of Gretta as

"Ma.4 .

"h.ÍÁ mo then.". The narrator speaks

Convoy"; when she is called "Gfietta",

the

voice is Gabriel's.
I am concentrating on examples in the first and last stories
of the collection, but all the VublÁ,nefiò

stories are illustrative

of the Uncle Charles principle. Vubl-cneAó
voices.

"The

Boarding House"

Mooney's mind to Polly's,

,

for example,

to her tenants',

is a book of many
goes from Mrs.
to Doran's. The shift

of one to the other is swift and unannounced,
stories.

VubllneKò

like in the other

is a book of narrative rather than of dialogue.

The few dialogues there are are broken into indirect
of thoughts.
Doran in "The

See,

for example,

speech or flow

this interchange between Polly and

Boarding House":

She cA-ied and th^etv he^ afiinò Aound hlò neck,
òaij-ing '•
- 0, Bob'. What am I to do? What am I to do at
all?
She Mould put an
end to hefiòel^, òhe òatd..
(D, 66)

The shift from direct speech to indirect discourse conveys
a rhetorical shift of emphasis,

from what Polly is saying to

what Doran is hearing. And the narrative goes on from the young
man's flow of thoughts, until it comes back to Polly's,
this time with asterisks breaking up the narrative.

only

Doran's

musings end the moment he is going down the stairs to face Mrs.
Mooney, with the words:
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... but Jack lze.pt òhoutZng at him that
any
^e.lZoM tfitdd that òoKt
a game. iv.Lth HIS
òÁ.i>tefi he'd bloodij coell pat htò tte.th doion
ht6 thfioat, 00 he MouZd. (D, 68)

and asterisks separate his words from the beginning of the next
paragraph,

which introduces Polly's narrative:

VolZij i>at ioK a little, time on the òlde.
o{i the bed, cn.ijlng... (D, 68)

The asterisks at this point have a clear objective.

They

represent a break in circumstances. Where there was uncertainty
and despair, now there is solution and calm. The fear of facing
a situation and the hope of escaping have been replaced by hard
fact and inexorable entrapment. Whether favourably or
unfavourably,

things have been settled. Anxiety disappears

where other feelings prevail.

For Mrs. Mooney,

there remains the

■feeling of something accomplished - she has achieved a respectful
marriage for her daughter. For Doran,

the unhappiness of having

been entrapped into a situation he had not really desired.
Polly,

For

an ambiguous mixture of relief at the happy outcome and

misgiving as to the validity of having secured a husband through
dubious means.
But one is not sure Polly has reached this realization,
while the reader himself is aware of it. This ambiguity of
realization points to Joyce's two kinds of epiphany - those the
characters themselves experience under the stress of an
illumination,

and those that appear in the reader's recognitions.

In "A Little Cloud" ,

the shift of voices goes from Little

Chandler to a narrator,

but the reader is not very sure when

the narrator takes charge,

if ever he does. The voice might well
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be Little Chandler's the whole time,

varying from acute observer

to sentimentally involved protagonist. The reader is not sure
it is one or the other in sentences like:

Ignatiouò GaltahdA, piL{^{^zd thoagh.t^iUllij at hli>
zJíqíxH and thin, -in a calm htòto^Ltan' -(> tom,
he. p/LocdC-díá to òkttch áoA. hli, {^filand 4ome
p-cctu^e-ó oi the. coAAuptton whtch wa^
abroad.
(D, 78)
Li.tttz ChandldfL 0Kd2.h.zd the. dAtnIzó. The.
btuòh uih^ch had n.tòe.n to htò .{^aae. a
moment-ò bí{,on.í loaò e.i>tabti.iih.LnQ Ã.tòe.l{^.
(D, 80)

In the first example given, what we notice is that the first part
may be the narrator's, but the second part is either Chandler's,
reproducing Gallaher's words, or belongs to Gallaher's own mind.
"Counterparts"

reveals Joyce's compassionate feelings toward

Dubliners in spite of his unsparing and satirical presentation
of his characters.

Farrington is a brute and a bully;

strong towards the weak
(his boss,

(his family)

he is

but weak towards the strong

socially his superior; Weathers, physically stronger).

Nevertheless,

there is not a hint of judgement in Farrington's

depiction. He is presented as he is,
class of Dubliners,

as a rcipresentative of a

and the reader cannot but feel for him in

the rash circumstances he has to undergo,

through his successive

failures to secure dignity, money, drink,

intoxicated oblivion,

respect.

He is ground down by successive humiliations until he

cruelly beats his son. One feels sympathy for them both;
Farrington,

for

in his incapacity to break up a chain of failures,

taking it out on his defenceless son;

for the boy Tom,

in his

incapacity to break free from a trucculent father in his need
to exorcise his frustrations.
Again in this story,

as in "A Little Coud"

,

there is a play
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of voices between Farrington and an occasionally interfering
narrator,

for example in the paragraph:

Thzn.z Maò a pauòd -in the. vc.n.ij bAeath-ing
the.
. Eve.n.ijon<i
astoundtd {the. author,
the wttt-ic.Ã.^&m no teò^ò than hi.i> netghbouAò) and
VetacouA, who wai, a òtoat anUable. peA-óon,
began to ómtle bAoadl/j. Ma. Allttjne ^luóhed to
the. hue o^ a wild fioòe and hlò mouth twitched
with a dwaA^'-i, paò^ton. He shook hli> {^làt In
thz man'i ^ace tttZ tt ■òeeme.d to vtbAate Ztke.
the. knob o/J òotm ete.ctAtc machine. (D, 91)

There is a moment in the story where the voice in neither
Farrington's nor a narrator's, but rather that of a collective
conscience,

to use Jung's expression.

at the Temple Bar,

It comprises of the scenes

the Scotch House and Mulligan's, where

Farrington joins his companions in drink and play.
does not go from one mind to the other,

The narrative

but belongs to all of

them at the same time. During this period the protagonist, who
I
had been referred to as the man from the beginning of the story,
becomes Farrington, named the same way his companions are
— Nosey Flynn, O'Halloran, Paddy Leonard,
When he leaves his friends,
but a man,

Higgins, Weathers.

he becomes not only

as his son becomes the

boy, which,

the man again,

in Beck's appraisal, ■

makes of them "ge.ne.Aic ^iguAC-ò

enacting a typical inhumanity and
5
a typical human attempt to appease {^ate" .
In "Clay", v/e can clearly hear Maria's voice in the first
paragraph:

5
BECK, Warren, Joyce's Dubliners: Substance, Vision and Art.
Durham N.C., Duke University Press, 1969^ p"!
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T^e matron had g-ivdn hen. íc.avQ. to go out a-ò
6oon aó the womdn'-i tea wa-i ovd'i and Ma^ta
tookdd ^oAiva^d to han. (Lve.n-ing out. The. k-ctchen
Ma6 òptck and .6pan: the cook òatd ijou could
òee youfiòeli ^n the btg copper botZeAó.
(D, 99)

Had the voice been a narrator's there would have been an inversion
of name and pronoun thus':
go out

"The matron had g-iven Maria Zeave to

-ioon aò the Momen'ò tea waò

to hen. eventng out".

oveà. and she looked {,on.wa/Ld

The pronoun before the noun makes it clear

that the person referred to is the one whose voice is being heard
through the text.
All these examples show that it is not the device of
first-person narrative that personifies a narrator.

The use of

third-person does not by itself make the narrator omniscient,
nor does it distance the character from the narrative. Joyce
mastered the art of presenting different characters and different
voices in the same text,

as well as the ability of removing

himself from it. The narrator, when he surreptitiously enters
the text,

is unannounced,impersonal and detached.

Sydney Bolt summarizes Joyce's sympathetic understanding in
the paragraph:

In Dubliners he pfioduced a text which doeò not
appeaA to come {^fiom htnuetfi, but i^iom htò
chah.actefiò. The itijle tò not a pafiodij. it á.'6
not a cafi-icatuh-Q., òet up {^on. fi-idlcutc.. I.tò
object ti> sympathetic understanding. Instead
0^ mocking the style appropn.ia.te to his
characters, he {^orges it meticulously and
^aithj^ully. ^

BOLT, Sydney. A Preface to James Joyce.
Longman, 19 81. p. 49.

London and New York,
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B - Silence

As I mentioned'above,

the bulk of the VublZne^^

not dialogue but narrative. For example,

text is

the only words the

boy in "The Sisters" utters in direct speech are

- lUko?
(...)
h& dead?

(D,

although the narrative is his,

10)

explicitly depicted here in the

first person. The scarcity of dialogue is not only the boy's,
however,

for even when dialogue is reproduced,

it is fragmented

and often has no linear continuity. Old Cotter's words,
with,

lead to conclusions not openly stated,

to begin

but liable to be

interpreted:

- I have mrj own thQ.on.ij about -it, he. ^atd.
I think It u)aò om o^ tkoòz. . . pacutlan ca^íò.
... But It'6 kafid to òay...
(D, 10)
- W/xa-t I me.an Is, òald otd Cottzfi, It'6 bad
jjo/t chlZd-ien. Mij Idea lò : let a ijoung lad Aun
about and play ivtth young ladò o{, h.l& own age
and not be. . . Am I fitght, Jack? (D, 10)
- Jt'^i bad {^on. ehtldfien, òald old Gotten., because
thetn. mtndò ane 6o tmpn.e^i^tonable. When chtldn.en
6ee thlngò like that, you knoui, It
haò
an
eiieet...
(D, 11)

There is fragmentation in the uncle's words,
fails to complete his sentence,

too,

when he

leaving the boy - and the reader,

for that matter — free to interpret what lies beyond his words:
"Education li> all veny ^Ine and lange..."

(D,

11). The final

dialogue between the boy's aunt and the two sisters is also full
of silences:
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- VXd he... pe.ace.{iUltij?
• • *
- And (>.v(iA,ijtkX,ng. . . ? (D,

mtj aunt
15)

- And Ma6 that -it? i,ald mij aunt.
òome-thZng . . .
(D, 17)

Likewise, Eliza's speeches,

in the same story,

interruptions and speculation.

a-òked.

1

li^a^d

are full of

Her final statement ends in a

speculative tone:

- M-idi-awake, and laugli-ing-l-ika to 11-0116 0.1^. . .
So tho-n,
c-oafiòd, whin tkntj 4aw that, that
made. the.m thtnk that then.e. waò òome.thtng
gone. WA.ong w^th h-im. . .
(D, 18)

The silences in the text, or the reproduction of them by
the narrator,

reveal the preoccupation of the boy, or of the

boy grown adult, with the meaning behind the words.
of the boy not only a narrator,

This makes

but also an interpreter,

although no one is•sure he has arrived at any correct
•interpretation. When he visits the dead priest's house with his
aunt,

the house and its inhabitants are full of silence.

the text:

"A &lte.nc.e. took poòie.òòÃ.on

undzn. coven, o^ -it,
(D,

So is

the Ittttz fioom and,

I appn.oach&d the. tabte. and taòted mij òhe.H.Kij^'

17) .
The only thing he meets at the end of his narrative is

again silence,

counterpointing the silence that is expected of

a priest in the confessional.
of Father Flynn's life,
earlier in the story.
to tZòte.n.
house"
him,

(D,

as it had been part of the boy's dream

So in the end Eliza "stopped òuddenttj aò

I too tt6te.n&d;

18).

The confessional had been part

but thefie wa&

The boy even refuses the cream crackers offered

lest he makes noise eating tliem.
In Joyce,

no òound in the.

He is seen but not heard.

form and content are one.

The reader must rely
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on guesswork to make sense out of the narrative, which mirrors
the narrator's relation to Cotter's — and the others' — discourse.
The boy goes to bed puzzling his head "to zxtA.act me.aning
un^Ã-n^i-ò ke.d ^ en-te.nce.-0"

(D,

11).

Reader and boy alike

must puzzle out the meaning from sentences that are,
ways,

unfinished. There is ellipsis,

uttered by the aunt,
etc.).

for example,

reproduced above.

{"V-Ld he...

in different

in the sentences
pecieeiutZij'!",

Halliday and Hasan say that

The òtah.tÁ.nQ point oi the dlòeu.òò-ion o^ eZtlpò-íò
can be -the
notion that .<.t lò "^f^omethlnQ
teit an.&a.id". The^e lò no Implication hefie that
what lò an-òald lò not understood; on the
contn.afiij, "unòald" Implied) "but undefi.i>tood
nevertheless", and another way o
re^errlnQ to
ellipsis Is In lact as something understood,
where "understood" Is used In the special sense
0^ "going without saying"] Where there Is
ellipsis, there Is presupposition. In the
structure, that something Is to be supplied,
or "understood".'^

We know then that something is to be supplied in the silences of
the text.

In the case of "The Sisters" ,

how to read his own text.

He himself,

the narrator is showing us
as he recounts the episode,

seems to be trying to extract meaning from the words as well as
from their absence.
Joseph Chadwick says,
Flynn's discourse,

about the same story,

that Father

which is also full of silences.

like Flynn'n body and spirit, Is paralyzed,
unable to {^ul^lll Its llnguls-tlc function
just as he Is unable to perform his priestly
0 ^Ices . ®
7

HALLIDAY, M.A.K.
Longman, 1976.

& R. Hasan.
p. 142.
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® CHADWICK, Joseph. "Silence in 'The Sisters'".
Quarterly, 21 (3); 247, Spring 1984.
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Brown and Yule quote Labov on the question of interpretation
and say that he

afiQUdò that the.n.(L afio. "n.u.l(L& o{^ ■i.nte.Ap^dtatton
which H-dlato. what lò òald to what -iò done." and
It th on the. ba^ili a
òach òoctat, bat not
tlnga-i&t-ic., fiuZe.ò that wc. tntefipfnit óome
COnveA-óattonaZ ■òeqaenc.e.ò aò cohz^ent and
otheKò a-i non-coheAcnt.

Silence is constitutive of the narrative in VubltnzA-ò,

not

simply revealed by it.

Silence is what James Duffy faces at the

end of "A Painful Case" ,

after Mrs.

Sinico's death:

He waited ^ofi -dome mlnute-ò llòte.nlng. He could
he,an. nothing: the night wa-i, peà.{^ectlij client.
He. listened again: pe.A^e.ctlij òllent. He ^e^-t
that he. waò alone.. (D, 117)

This final silence in the story is the outcome of Duffy's
attempts to explain his theories to the
that Mrs.

attentive

listener

Sinico was, her attempts to act out the implications

of what he left unsaid,

and his response to what he saw as a

misinterpretation of his words.
con^e^óoA",

He was glad when she "became hló

but broke away from her when she "caught hlò

paAilonate.lij and pA.e4-ieci It to he.n. chc&k" :
0^ hlò won.d&

dlòllluòlone.d him"

(D,

"Hca lnte.fLpfie.tatlon

111) . As a consequence he

chooses silence and "the dull routine of his former life.
reads the paper where the news of Mrs.
"not aloud,

but moving hlò llpó

the pKaijefLò

Secreto"

In "Araby",

(D,

hand

Duffy

Sinico's death is printed

aò a pfilcAt doeò whe.n he fieadò

113).

the boy's soul luxuriates in silence

^ BROWN, Gillian & George Yule.
Cambridge University Press,

(D,

32)

and

Discourse Analysis. Cambridge,
1983. p. 226.
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he meets nothing but silence after his mounting expectation of
going to the bazacir:

"I fizdognlzad a ■òÃ.Ze.nce. l-Lke. that ivh.cch

pin.vade.6 a church a^tQ.n. a

(D,

34) . Eveline does not

utter a single word throughout her narrative,

and her

speechlessness reaches its apex at the end, when her lover
urges her to board the ship and she "lze.pt movZng hafi llpò Zn
Á-Llznt {^zfivQ^nt pH.aijQ.n."
silence of the text:

(D,

41). Eveline's silence echoes the

recognition is lost, no sign is given,

narrative is broken off. Corley,

one of the

the

"Two Galants",

silently answers his friend's insistent questioning with a
gesture, merely exhibiting the gold coin in his hand.

His silence

is not directed to his friend only. He never tells the slavey
girl his name.

He is

"too haln.ij to tall hdn. that"

In "The Boarding House"

,

child,

(D,

51) .

there is a tacit understanding

between mother and daughter,
"pQ.n.òlòtQ,nt òlle-nct"

(D,

and their complicity is woven in

63). Annie's aim is to silence the

at the end of "A Little Cloud" ,

and behind the attempt

there may be the wish to appease Little Chandler's incipient
revolt against family life. Farrington,
constantly silenced by authority,

in "Counterparts" ,

is

and the only time he breaks

his silence at a " izZlcltouò mome.nt",

he is made to regret it

with the demand for an apology. The text is silent here - whether
he apologizes or not is not stated,

but left for the reader to

surmise. What we witness is Farrington' s reflections;
made, a pKope.^ {^oot oi h^i.mòe.-í^ th-íò ttme..
tongue -in htò

che.ek?"

Maria's silence,

(D,

"He. had

Coutd he. not ke.e.p htò

92) .

in "Clay",

is depicted in her refusal to

sing the second verse of the song

I

Dreamt

that

I

Dwelt.

The

refusal is probably subconscious,

as this second verse tolls of

experiences which have not been a part of her actual life.
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"The Dead",

too,

is full of silence.

Gabriel is silent after

Lily's bitter retort about ".the. wen that lò now"

(D,

178),

and

is equally silent when Miss Ivors questions him as to why he is
sick of his own country.
had heatdd him"
rallying tone,

(D,

"Gab^Zel d^id not anòwe-A. {^on. hli, ftttofit

189). The three young ladies,

"K.2.C.dived hlò speech In òllence"

at Mr.Browne's

(D,

183) .

The

subject of the monks sleeping in their coffins at dinner-table
"had gfL0u)n lu.Qabn.loai>" and "waò
(D,

201) .

bafiled in a i>ilence o^ the table"

"A (Jew gentlemen patted the table gently aò

{^on. òilenee" and "the òilenae came"
dinner,

(D,

201)

as a prelude to Gabriel's speech.

a òignal

at the end of

Gabriel silently

beholds his wife in the stairs while she listens to a male voice
singing.

"UndeA coven, oi hen. silence" his erotic fantasies emerge.

In one single paragraph "they {^olloMed
and "...

the pon.ten,

in i,ilence"

in the silence Gabniel could hean. the {^ailing o^ the

molten Max into the tn.ay and the thumping oi hiò
againòt hiò n.ibò"

(D,

own hean.t

215).

"Gabniel wai òilent" when Gretta starts telling him about
Michael Furey.

He contemplates his future silence at Aunt Julia's

death, when words would be inadequate for the occasion. And it is
in the silence of the hotel room that he faces his epiphany.
But there is another kind of silence in the Vublinenò
of which

"The Boarding House"

text,

is an apt example - the silence of

deeds that are not explicit. Not much "happens" in Vublinenò.
Joyce deliberately avoids anything like an event.
events are the deeds NOT done,

the inaction,

The important

the failure to

respond. The careful critical compilation of all the drafts of
Joyce's works, plus a detailed study made by Hugh Konner^®,

Hugh Kcnner is cited by Warren Beck in Joyce's Dubliners.
Substance, Vision and Art. Durham N.C., Duke University
Px'oss, 19 69.

show
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clearly that Joyce's care in the choice of words is not only
the result of his desire for an aesthetic effect. With
"òC-^uputouò míanma", he manages to build his stories with no
waste of words so that not only "The Boarding House"

but all the

stories are examples of a technique in which the readers are
not even presented with the main scenes of the events in the
story but are rather shown the outcome of these events.
In

"The Boarding House",

the tacit agreement between mother

and daughter is not put into words;

nor is the relationship of

Doran and Polly — the reader does not witness their coming
together, but is left to infer what happened between them through
the silences of the text.
Ã.t had happc.ne.d"

(D,

"It wa^ not altoQe.thQ.n. hlò

^ault that

67) . Here "tt" has to be guessed at by the

reader. Polly's interview with her mother, when Mrs. Mooney
decides it is time to intervene,

is not shown in the text,

Nor is Doran's interview with Mrs. Mooney at the end,

either.

nor the

bulk of his confession to the priest the night before.
So what the reader has to do is what the boy-narrator of the
first story does — to try to extract meaning from whatever words
he has.

Sydney Bolt states that for many writers,

before Joyce

and since,

Style, tò a niean^
ò having tha-ifi
paKC-Q-ptloni, with thi fieaddfi. Von. Joyce., òtyle. lò
a me.a.n6 o^ pà.e.6 enttng the. à eadefi lotth a pnobZein:
u)hy X-6 the. te.x.t u)A.ttte.n tn tht6 pa/ittculan. way?
(...)
Jt li> to eaten ion òuch a neaden - the neade.n
who ponei> oven, a text — that Joyce loade.d hLb
^entenceò with meaning, to the point
bunying
it, 60 that finally, in Finnegans Wake, neading
becomes an e.xenciòe in excavation

BOLT,

Sydney. Op.

cit. p.

49-50.
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To discuss style is very natural when one studies Joyce's
works, but his style is not discussed here for its own sake.
Every point raised is an argument that reinforces the study of
ViiblÂ-nd^ò as a unit, and leads us to Gabriel and "The Dead". To
grasp the narrative technique in Vubt-ine.^6

is essential to bring

the reader to an understanding of Gabriel's gradual awakening at
the end of the story,

as well as making the reader aware that

the form is an indication of the content in each circumstance in
the stories.

CU

ÍV - Gabriel
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A - What is a Woman...

A Symbol Of?

La ^eninia cM plu6 lite, que I'homim,
ã fame, da monde,
^oA.ae6

aux p^Lem-iè^eé

élémentaleò.
Nicolas Berdiaeff

There is clearly a movement throughout "The Dead" towards
Gabriel's self-discovery,

as there are different moments to

Gabriel's generosity. Taken at face value,

Gabriel's actions

and gestures are those of a firm man who knows what he is about.
He comes into the story as the expected guest,
presence,

the man-of-the-house figure,

to take charge of things,
carve the goose,

the reassuring

the nephew looked up to

to manage the

c^£we.d" relative,

to make the annual speech.

to

Several clues are

given to show his desired arrival even before we are acquainted'
with him:

X Anci then It Maò long aitefi ten o'clock and yet
Í
the^e Ma6 no òtgn o^ Gab/ilel and hlò wl^e (...)
Vn.eddij ^allnò alwaijò came late but they wondered
what could be keeping Gabriel: and that loaò what
b/LOught them evefuj two mlnuteò to the ban-Uten.i
to aòk Lily had Gabfilel on. Vfieddy come. (D, 176)

Co

And as soon as he arrives:

0,

hU.

Gab/Lle,l when òhe opened the doofi ^ok him,
Julia thought you wefie neven. coming"
And-

Jt'6 óuch a Aelle^,

that Gabfilel
hefie..."

(D,

hene.
182).

I always

(D,

179).

lUòò

i,ald Lily to

Kate and Ml^^

176-7).

òald Aunt Kate to Mfu.

Confioy

^eel easlen. -cn my mind when he'6

"They both kliòed Gabriel ^Aankly.

the.lfi (^avouKlte nephew,
Ellen"

(D,

ConAoy,

He waò

the òon o^ thelh. dead elde-'i òlòten.,

è
Í/
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And the anxiety towards Gabriel's presence goes on throughout
the party. At dinner Aunt Kate,
handò ^in do-òpci-ih.",
lò

GabJile.1?

nobodij to

cries:
ò

lò Gabn..iíl?. . .

tvufiyono. iva^t-ing In thafio,,

caA.v(L tko. gooòzl"

reader long to realize
thought to be,

"atmo-òt w/iZng-ing ko-fi

(D,

196).

W/ta/te. on (Lafitk \
\\\'
òíago, to lit, and \

But it does not take the

Gabriel is not tlie strong personality he is

and to discern in his awkwardness and nervous

attitude the unsureness of the boy of "The

Sisters".

Gabriel hovers between arrogance and diffidence. The
preoccupation he feels towards the speech he is to make at the
dinner table is constant from the moment he finds himself inside
the house up to the moment of the delivery of the speech,

and

even afterwards in his reflections before the window at the end.
His consciousness of his superiority is clearly indicated in
his thoughts about the speech.

In the same flow of thoughts,

however, his insecurity can be discerned;

T/ten hi took {,^om ht-i watòtcoat pockut a lltttz
papzn. and glanced at the. headings he had made {^on.
hl'ii speech. He waò undecided about the Itne-i
^oben.t BA-Oivntng ion. he ^eafied theij would be above
the headó o^ htò heane^u. Some quotation that
theij could Aecogn-ize i^tom Shakei,pean.e 0)1 ^H-om the
Uelodleò Mould be better. The Indelicate clacking
oi the men'.6 heelò and the i hulling o^ theln.
òoleò Aemlnded him that theln, gfiade o^ cultu^ie
dliieKeA ^nom hli,. He Mould only make hlmiel^
/ildlculoué bij quoting poetAij to them which they
could not undefiòtand. They would think that he
wai alAlng hlò òupen.lon. education. He would ^all
with them juit ai he had galled with the glnl In
the pantn.y. He had taken up a wnong tone. His
whole òpeech was a mistake ^Aom ^Ifist to last,
an utten, iallun.e. (D, 179)

Various elements become clear in these thoughts:

his

self-assessment, as a man of superior education in contrast with
his lack of confidence in himself;

his contempt for men of his
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rank in strong contrast with his respect for the servant,
socially his inferior.
mong tone..

His last sentences

a girl

"Ha had taken up a

HXá Mholí òpo-C-ch waò a mlòtakn

to laòt,

an

utte^ {.alluKd" might refer either to the speech he was preparing
to make after dinner or to the conversation he had held with the
servant at his arrival. This brings us to Gabriel's dealings with
women,

an apt illustration of the ambiguity of his attitudes and

feelings.
To start with,

they usually begin in a patronizing tone

and end on a false note. The first woman he faces in the narrative
is Lily,

the caretaker's daughter, who helps the Misses Morkan.

Gabriel's attitude towards her is one of condescension,

from the

smiling look he gives her to his remark about school and,
that as a topic for conversation,

failing

her probable oncoming wedding,

to his act of giving her a coin to cover his own embarrassment
at her rebuke.
AS much as we realize that Lily is Gabriel's inferior
socially,

he is the one who comes out of the encounter the worse

for wear.

"He. Ma^ 6tlU diòc.ompoi>e.d btj the. qIhV ò

òuddzn n.tton.t"

(D,

179) .

bltta^i and

He had tried to cover his embarrassment

at his unfortunate choice of subject by giving Lily a coin,

but

that had only reinforced their social difference and deepened
his feeling of diffidence.

He responds to Lily's thankfulness

with a patronizing gesture and an attitude of dismissal,

the

same attitude he outwardly takes towards everybody in order to
disguise his uncomfortableness.
words:

"The. me.n that lò

can get out oi ijou"

(D,

noio lò
178).

He is somehow stung by Lily's
only all palave./i and tvhat the.ij

By giving her the coin he tries to

subvert the truth that lies below her words - he gives her
something instead of taking something from her.

It should be
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obvious that the servant's words are not directed at him,
she is not talking about him,

but what seems obvious is tiiat lie

accepts her rebuke very personally,
of all men,

that

as if he were a representative

including the one/ones Lily was so bitter about,

as

if what she had said was the universal truth for all men and he
were also guilty of such base behaviour.
The next paragraph in the story,

reproduced above,

Gabriel at his barest — between diffident and arrogant.

depicts
The third

person narrator probes into Gabriel's mind and gives a glimpse
of his true feelings — not the self-assured man the aunts adore
and rely on,

but á man torn between doubts as to where ho had

gone wrong with the girl and a sense of intellectual superiority
towards the group gathered at his aunts'

house.

He was soon to be discomposed again by other women.

In the

next minutes by his wife Gretta, who makes fun of him in regard
to his unduly worries with the children and with herself,
.the cold and the snow.

with

It is very clear that Gretta does not

blindly obey Gabriel's wishes,

that he does not liave all the

saying in their relationship. One Cün see thi\t in liis attitude:
"Gab^i^l laughad n(Ln.vouòlij and patted lUò tie. Aaa^òuA-ínglij"
(D,

180).

It shows the repetition of the pattern of his dealings

with Lily — he is discomfited by Gretta's attitude,

but

outwardly makes reassuring gestures.
Not very long after that Gabriel has to face anotlier woman
— Miss Iv

^

who has

"a c-'tow to

ptuak" with him.

Ho starts his

interaction with her in the same patronizing tone he used with
Lily,

even "...

ónUZtng at I1C.A .solemn manner"

(D,

187).

But very

soon he is made uncomfortable by her words and lier demands on
him.

Gabriel has chosen

academic-minded,

his way of life as a man of letters,

looking to the Continent for his entertainment
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and source of learning,

turning his back on Ireland as often as

he can; but he has no argument to support his ideas.

When

confronted with the question as to why he is sick of his own
country,

he has no answer and is thus teased by Miss Ivors.

It

is easy for him to feel superior to his simple-minded relatives,
but is is not as easy to face someone who shares his academic
world and belongs to the same level of understanding as he.
Before Miss Ivors he colours,
to mdtt hth. cka-lge.",
blinks his eyes,

becomes perplexo e^J no-t knoio hoto

"cannot A-íòk a g^anci-íoòd ph/iaic. with

tries to smile,

lie-fi",

attempts a lame explanation of

his views on literature and politics and ends up mute.
he outwardly tries to hide his discomfiture:

But again

"GabA-le.t tJU.ad to

covaA. ht-ò agitation bij taking pa^t In thd dance, loltli gH.cat
cnc^gij"

(D,

190) .

Later, when he thinks back about her,

he never questions

her being right. The only thing he wonders at is her
praising his review.
to him,

sincerity at

It is clear that her opinion is important

it can either help make him feel good at what he docs or

debase his literary activity:

"Jt unncAv&d hlin to think that òhc

Mould be. at the. 6uppe^-table,

looking

with hen. cn,ltlcal quizzing e.ijeò"

(D,

During his after-dinner speech,

up at him while, he. ^poke.
192).
his confidence grows when

he becomes aware of "her absence.
His relationship with his wife Gretta,

repeating the pattern,

is constantly highlighted throughout the evening. As soon as
come into the

they

old ladies' house Gretta banters wiüi hiin alx)ut his

fretting, while the two aunts admire his solicitude.

Later lie

tries to make light of his encounter with Miss Ivors when Grotta
asks him about it. When the action
concentrated on the couple,

sub.sides and tlie narrativo

and narrows down to Gabriel's

flow

is
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of thoughts,

a wide range of feelings parade inside Gabriel's

mind in relation to his wife — from admiration to affection,
lust,

to tenderness,

to anger,

to irony,

to pity,

to envy,

to

to

generosity. But pervading all remains his respect towards lier,
and embarrassment,

insecurity,

humility,

shame.

Although the narrative is third person,

it mostly depicts

what goes on inside Gabriel's mind and his feelings,

listed above,

can be detected from different paragraphs in the story:

Affection;
Shi wa.ó lAJaZkZng on be^o^LC li-im òo
t-ightZij and i>o c.Kc.c.t that he. longed to n.an
a{ite.fi he,K no-iòe.tQ.òòíij, catch /ic./i bij the.
■6houtde.Aó and i>aij òome.thtng foolish and
a{^{^e.ctlonate. .into hen. e.a>i. (D, 213)

Admiration and Pride:
Thc^e. wa6 gnace. and miji,ten.ij in hen. attitude, ah
i>hc ice.h.c a òijmbot o I ^onicthtng. (...)
he. u)e.A.e. a patntcA. he Mould patnt hcA -in that
attitude.. (D, 210)
He had ^e.lt p^oud and happy then, happij that
6 he. wa.4 hló, pAoud o^ hcA gAacc and ivl^clij
ca'^'^lag a.

Lust and Admiration:
She. had no longe.^ antj gfiace
attitude, bu.t
Gabfile.l'é e.íjeò loe-^e. itlll bA.lght with happlne^ò.
The. blood iA)e.nt bounding aCong hlò ve.lnò; and the.
thoughts ivent rioting through hlò b-'taln, p^oud,
jotjf^ul, tcndefi, valoKoui^. (D, 213)

Lust:
Bui now, a(^teh the. kindling again o^ òo many
me.moAle.i, the (^Inòt touch of, lieK body, mublcat
and òtfiange and peAf,umed, òent through hl)ii a
keen pang o^ luòt. (D, 215)

Protectiveness:
Skt òC-Q-mad to him òo
that he. longed to
dí^e.nd hen. agatnst i>ometh(.ng and then to ba
atone, lotth heA.. (D, 213)

Tenderness:
Gabn.tzZ, tA.embi.tng ivtth deltght at he.A Midden
ktòò and at the quatntncò^ ol he.A pliAaóe., put
htò handò on hen. ha.i-x and began òmoo-thing it
back, òcan.c.eZij touching It. iO-ith ht4> ^tngefiò.
(D, 217)

Lust and Anger:
He iva^ In 6uch a {^even.
àage and deòt^e
that he did not hean. heH. come {^n.om the
lolndou). (D, 217)
The òmlie paòòed awaij iji^ow Gabriel' ò ^ace. A
dull ange^ began to gather, again at the back
0^ hlò mind and .the dull ^Ifieò o
h-iò luò-t
began to gloio angA.llij In h.Í6 velnó . (D, 218-9)

Anger:
He Mai trembling now Lvlth annoijance.

(D,

217)

Respect:
He^ iace looked &o se^louò and Mea'nj that the
wofidò would not paòò Gabriel'ò llpò . No, It
wa6 not the moment ijet. (D, 216)

Diffidence:
He did not know houi he could begin. (...)
óhe loould only tuAn to him on. come to hlw o
heA oivn accofid'. To take hen. aò òhe ivaó loouíd
be bnutal, (D, 217)

Irony:
Someone ijou loene In love with?
Inonlcallíj. (D, 219)

he a-iked

What ivaó
(D, 219)

he.? aòliò

GabKlc.t,

òtltí ÍKonlc.aílij.

Humility and Shame:
Gab^ia.t
hum.iZiatid by the. i^a.iluAe. o
hiò
ln.onij and by the evocation
.thlò ^.Igu^Le
^Mom the. dead. (...)
lni>ti.iic.ttve.ty he tunned h.i.6 back mo^ie to
the Ztght Z.ei>t òhe, mtght &ee the 6hame that
buAned upon htò {^oKehead. (D, 219-20)

Insecurity:
A vague teKKofi i>e-ized Gabn.teZ at thlò an^bwen. a-5
at that houA ivhen he had hoped to tntumph,
òome tmpaZpabZe and vtndiattve be-ing loa^ coming
agaZn^òt htm, gathentng i^oA.ce-6 agatnót htm tn Á.tò
vague ivonXd. (D, 220)

Generosity;
A ktnden. note than he had intended went tnto
htò votce.
... and, aò he thought o
what 6he muòt have
been then, tn that ttme o
hen. {^ln.òt g ÍAlióh
beauty, a òtnange {^H-iendly pity ^ok hen c.nten.ed
htò òouZ. (D, 222)

What is particularly noticeable is that Gabriel's personality
is shown exclusively through his dealings with the women in his
life. Not even his managing of Freddy Malins at his aunts'
request, when the latter comes into the house a little intoxic<'xted
is overtly shown in the narrative.
down the stairs to meet Freddy,

Gabriel is described as going

and seen again as

"ptio-ting h.im

acn.oò& the Zandtng" but the reader does not witness their
interaction.

Even Gabriel's lending of a sovereign to Freddy is

not a first-hand presentation,

but recounted to Gretta as a past

episode. The only direct interactions between Gabriel and other
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men throughout the story is his after-dinner speecli and his
telling the joke of Grandfather Patrick Morkan's horse going
round and round King Billy's Statue.
he is not addressing a male audience,

But oven in these instances
but rather a mixed one.

And they are not personal interactions;
stake,

no private issue is at

no intimate relationship is apparent, whereas his dealings

with women are very revealing and there is always a probing
thought in his mind in relation to them.
His successive encounters with Lily,
have been discussed.

Miss Ivors and Gretta

We have seen that they reveal more about

his personality than Gabriel himself would care to see exposed.
But there are other women whose opinion matter a lot to Gabriel.
His mother,

for one.

had for her memory.

He had had great respect for her,
In his mind,

and still

his mother and Gretta occupied

two distinct demanding sides to his life — his attachment to
Gretta made him try to disregard her origin,

for it was not in

accord with his academic position and his mother's expectancy,
and his flow of thoughts clearly

indicates hiim great pride in liis

mother;

Jt Ma-i, i>k(L loho had chosen
the. nanic.-ó
hin.
òonò ion. òhe. iva-ò venij òeit-ò^bZe o
the dX.gn Ltij
0^
Thankò to /leA., Con-itanti.nc ioa-6
noiv òdn.ioh. ciLfiatn. tn BaZLut-cggait and, thankò to
he.A, ' GabnieZ h-irnòc-t^ had ta'kdn hii> dc.gA(LC. en the.
Roijal Un-iveA6.itij. A òhadoio paòòed oven. Iu.ò ^ace
aò he neinembene.d hen. òulZe\i opposition to hiò
maAn..íage. Some flighting phnaòeò òhe had used
òt-ilt nankíed In hlò memonij; òhe had once spoken
Oj$ G^ietta aò being eount'itj cute and that loas not
Viue o{, Gnetta at atZ. It ioas Gnetta loho had
nansed hen dunlng all hen labt long iííneòò -úi
thetn. house an. MonkstonJn. (D, 186-7)

The last sentences also reveal Gabriel's equal pride in his
wife Gretta,

and an attempt at justifying the unfairness of his
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mother's reading of Gretta as

"countn.ij cute.".

But the principal

feelings apparent in his musings are respect for his mother and
annoyance at the discomfort caused by his choice of wife.
There is still one other group of women with whom Gabriel
relates very closely — his aunts and cousin.

We have seen already

how they trust him and count on him to support them through the
party in various circumstances — to look after Freddy,
the party,

to carve the goose,

to enliven

to make the annual speech.

Their

unfailing admiration for him is an indispensable pillar to his
self-esteem. Over the party, whenever his feelings of insecurity
surfacef

they never come in relation to the aunts.

The description of the aunts,
Gabriel's point of view,

clearly presented from

despite the third person narrative,

shows his superior attitude towards them,

a tender patronizing

way of seeing them:

auntó íOíAc two
pla-inZij dfidíiòc.d otd
loomen. Aun^
waò an -inch oH 6o the. talic.n.
He./£. halfi, d'laton ZoiV ovc^l the topò
h c^i Q.ani,
wai,
and gA-Ctj alòo, with
daAha^ òhadoioò,
Maò hc^i laAge. JZacctd ^acc. Though òhc wa-i òtout
tn bu-LZd and òtood cie.ct hen. iZoiv cijci> and panted
Z-ipò gave hen .the appearance
a luainan loho did
not know where ihe wa^i on. whene òhe waò going.
Aunt Kate waò mone vivac-Louò. Hen ^ace, heaCthien
than hen. òiòten' 6, waò aZZ puckenò and cneaòeò,
Zike a òhriveZZed ned appZe, and hen hain Unaided
in the òame oZd- {^a&hioned way, had not Zoò t i tò
fiipe nut coZoun. (D, 179)

Later,

when going over the speech in his mind he tliinks

"What did he care that hiò
women?"

(D,

192) .

auntò

wene onZtj two ignonant odd

it is only towards these women thiit he harbours

this feeling of superiority,

for the other women of liis

acquaintance disconcert him.

When he speaks at the dinner-tab]o,

the terms he uses towards the three ladies are kind and tender,

yet
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patronizing and even superior.
of Patrick Morkan's horse,

Likewise does he toll the joke

for the audience consists of some

of the guests and his aunts and Mary Jane.
women that disconcert him are present:

None of the strong

neither Grctta,

nor Lily,

nor Miss Ivors.
And yet,

at the end,

after his final illumination and

recognition of himself as just one cog in the engine of liis
wife Gretta's life,
this

and not the main one at that,

feeling of despondency towards his aunts too.

him that all he has been is "...
a pannybo tj
Thus,

hi-ò

aunti"

(D,

a Zud-ícàoaò

Gabriel lias
It downs on

^-cqiUlc.,

acting aò

220) .

not even towards the

"tioo -ignoAant oid tvoinan" does

Gabriel's aplomb remain unruffled. All the women with whom lie
intera^ct^become,
discovery.
assurance .

one way or another,

vehicles of his self-

They all help to strip him of his egoism and self-
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B - Gabriel's Generosity

PÃ.ttj Á-ò

the.

i^e.e.l-i.ng ujlu.ch afih.Q..òtò

the. m-lnd Zn the p/ieòanca o
whatòo e.ve.A. .iò

gfiave. and constant

Zn human 6u^^c.A.cng.6

and

luiLtíiò i.t

uoÃ^th the. human &u{,^e.fie.fL.
(A PoA.tn.a.it)

Before disclosing her tender memories of youth to Gabriel,
Gretta calls him "a ve.^ij ganeAouó

pe.-fL.ion"

(D,

217) .

But there

are nuances to his generosity as the text of "The Dead"

unravels.

The first hint we have of it is the coin he gives Lily as soon
as he enters the house. His gesture,
be considered generous,
But,

taken at face value,

might

the bestowal of a gift at Christmas time.

as we have seen in part A,

his gesture is a cover-up for

his embarrassment at having his kindly-meant words rebuked by
the girl.

He is only making amends for what he concludes was a

clumsy remark. There is no real generosity.
Aunt Julia and Aunt Kate see
Gretta as proof of his generosity;
everything about him.
only toward Gretta,

"Gab/cZe-Z' -6 ò oZÁ.c-itude."
they admire it,

His solicitude,

however,

smiling,

but toward every woman of his relation.

amiable.

or no pure generosity.

always very

or,

at least,

not only generosity,

What prompts him is the need to be valued

to be looked up to,

in their midst.

He

But there is no generosity in liis

attitude towards his aunts,

by them,

as they admire

is not directed

helps the aunts in éverything they expect of him,
polite,

to

to be considered a man of consocjuence

His attitude is not overtly arrogant,

but one can

perceive how much it is important for him to stand out among
family and friends.

When he

"botdty" takes his seat at the head
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of the table,

"He.

iO-Zt quite, at zaòc. noio

caKve-fi and Z-ike.d nothing
0^ a wetZ-Zadtn tabZe."

be.tte.A. than to

(D,

197).

a&

^Ind h.cmóali^ at the. head

1/cA.i/ we.ZZ,

he. took another pfie.paKatofnj dàaught,

mij e.xi.iiten<ie.,

Zadle.&

At this point,

and ge.ntZaman,
however,

an e.Kpe.A.t

He uses a slightly patronizing

tone towards the party at the table:
amtabZy,

{,oA. he. loaò

a

óai.d GabAteZ

ktndZij

jjato niciia^c^"

(JoAgei
(D,

the reader has already witnessed many

of Gabriel's uncertainties and doubts as to his speecli,
Ivors'

playful questioning,

rebuke,

198).

to his mother's opinions,

to Gretta's bantering.

to Miss

to Lily's

What one feels is that all his

good-will does not spring from generosity alone,

but rather from

his own deep need to be reassured.
He recovers quickly enough from his encounter with Miss
Ivors in time to offer to take her homo when she insists on
leaving before dinner is served.

His gentlemanliness does not

allow him to think it fit for a woman to walk the streets of
Dublin alone at night.
not

He is only kept behind because Miss Ivors will

hear of it. But again his offer is not born of generosity,

although it may appear so.

He does not look kindly on Miss Ivors;

his feelings are rather of relief at her not being present to
criticize his speech.

His offer springs from mere politeness.

He is polite to Mrs. Malins,
he.an.d ivhat òke. òa-íd"

(D,

191).

but not generous;

ho

"hafidZij

Worried about his speecli,

leaves her as soon as her son Freddy's approeich permits.

he
His

generosity to Freddy Malins is also more of a facade than
anything else — he assists him on his arrival,
request;

but at tlie aunts'

and his lending Freddy a pound is not actually depicted

in the story — Gabriel tells Gretta of the episode in an attempt
to keep his spirits up.
of the episode are:

The words wliicli introduce the telling

"Gah/LceZ loaZted and then,

^e.aàlng that
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di^^-idence. waò

about to

aonqud/i liÁ.m,

he 6aid abfiuptltj:"

(D,

216).

It seems Gabriel chooses to tell Gretta about the lending of the
pound in order to make an impression on her.
feeling of generosity in him toward Freddy,
"GabA-tdt òtH.ovz to A-dit^atn h-inueZ^
language, about the. òotttòh Mattnò

as these words attest:

^Aoin breaking out -into

and htò

he seems satisfied with the outcome,

There is no real

pound"

(D,

217).

brutal,
But

when Gretta kisses him and

remarks:

- Vou aAc a vifiij gtnt^ouò paA-òon, Gab/ital, òhc.
ò aid.
Gabn.te.Z, t^embZtng lotth del-cght at hc.A. òudden
kÃ-òò and at the. quaÃ.ntnc.-i'!^ oi hcJc ph^ia^e...
(D, 217)

So,

up to this moment,

in spite of Gretta's words,

has not been generous at all.

Gabriel

He has been attentive and solicitous

— to women mainly. When this attitude has been directed toward a
man,

there is a woman to be impressed by it.

seem ambiguous when closely scrutinized:

Gretta's own words

is she being sincere?

ironic? does she see through Gabriel and realize he is tolling
her the episode of the coin in order to impress her — and so gives
him back the answer he expects? If so,

is she playing the perfect

wife? Or do her words aim at bringing to the surface the
generosity that she knows exists at the core of his lieart?
But alone in the dimly-lighted hotel room with Gretta,
light begins to dawn on Gabriel.
desire,

he approaches her,

feels her abstracted,
"He. longed to
as his urging,

a new

With a heart full of lust and

but does so tentatively,

because he

and he wants her to come to him willingly.

be. maóte.^ oií he.A. òt^ange mood"

(D,

217) .

Instead,

she blurts out all her past story to him,

the love

of a boy which she had kept locked up for so long. A young boy
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had died of love for her. The song the tenor singer Bartell
D'Arcy had sung at the end of the aunts'
Aughrim,

had reminded her of this boy,

party,

The

Lass

of

who also used to sing

the same song, Michael Furey had defied tuberculosis to sing
for her under heavy rain on the eve of her departure for a
convent in Dublin. After only a week in the convent she heard he
had died.
Gretta's remembrances are passionate,
emotional and fiery,
spent.
(D,

her recounting of tliem

the aftermath sad and weary,

She describes Michael as

"a young

boij I

she herself

iuc.d to

knoio"

219). When Gabriel asks if she had been in love with him,

she answers

"I

to go

out ivatktng M-ith htm"

(D,

219).

Later

Gabriel harps on the question:

- I suppose, tjou we.^e tn love with tlitò Mtchae.t
fuA-dij, G^iatta, he 4,aid.
- I.wa4 gfieat wtth htm at that ttme, -ihe satd.
(D, 220)

Gabriel does not learn the depth of Gretta's feelings for
Michael,

either through her words or her tears.

reticent as to that.
ever there was any,

Her words arc

Her tears may be accounted for by

love,

if

but also by pity for a boy dying so young

or for the realization that passion for her is past and gone.
But along with Gretta's revelation,

Gabriel undergoes a sv/ift

change of feelings, which pass from lust to anger to fake
indifference to embarrassment to irony to humiliation to shamo
to humility to pity,

as was previously depicted.

When he first hears of Michael,
anger:
nUnd"

"A dull angen
(D,

219).

his lust starts to turn into

began to gathen. again at the back o ^ hli>

Then he tries to show indifference:

lOtóh hen. to think that he waò Intefieòted In thlò

"lie did not

deCleate boij"
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(D,

219). At Gabriel's suggestion that Grctta's wish to go to

Galway may have something to do with Michael,
"What

embarrasses him.

then he feels humiliated,

Grotta's answer

Irony filters twice in his words,

humiliation also lying in Gabriel's

comparing his own education with Michael's commonness,

and his

perception of the importance of the boy for Gretta,

notwithstanding.

Then shame takes over;

"A 6ham(i^ul conóc^otióiic-iò

lil&

aò-iCL^tO-d h^w"(Df

before humility dominates:

220),

feeep up h-i-i tone o I cotd ^nte-^Aogat-ion
Maó

humbZe. and Ã.ndt{,{,e.^Q.nt"

(D,

overcomes the other feelings:
e.ntzfie.d h-iò òouZ"

(D,

but liíò

220). And then,

"a òt^ange,

own pC-fLòon

"He. t^-ced to

vo-iao. loiien he. ópoke.
finally,

{^^tzndlij p.itj

pity

{^o^ he.à

222). This is where Gabriel's real generosity

sets in.
To reach this state,

to face his epiphany,

Gabriel has

listen to and apprehend Gretta's former experience.
little,

step by step,

.with "the vaòt hoòt-ò

to

Little by

he approaches the illumination that cornos
o

the dead". To arrive there he first has

to achieve a sense of otherness.

The easy intercourse between

Gabriel and Gretta at the party show that they have a steady
comraderie in their marriage. Even Gretta's exclamation:
go,

"0,

do

Gabn.lel" when she learns of the intended trip to the west of

Ireland, which implies that the decision is Gabriel's,
exclude her from the enterprise.

does not

The decision may bo his,

but if

he goes she will go too.
It is at the moment the party is breaking up that wo notice
a distance between the two. While Gabriel is in a dark part of
the hall,

he gazes up and sees

"a woman",

"hli> Ml^e" only by her clothes.
to distant music is a symbol of.

lie recognizes her as

He wonders what a woman .listening
On the way to the liote]

ho is

filled with desire for her and he starts to remember tlieir past
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moments:

"moimntó

upon h-iò

iiienw^ij"

otlid-iK ò(Lcn.tt li^c. togetlic,A bunòt t-ikc. òtan.&
(D,

213),

and the expression

o/) t.liecà

ZZí}(L tog&th&A." is repeated a few paragraphs later.
a couple. Allen Tate says that
heA. òpln-it,

híA -cdent-ítíj,

aò

"Gab^-ceZ liaò

a paAóon;

But after her passionate recital,

They arc still

iiavcA acknoioCcdgcd

he. knoioò

only hc.A bodij"^.

during which he learns lie has

played the role of the Other in his wife's

life,

realization of Gretta as a separate being,

witli her memories,

her dead lover,

he comes to the

her past of which he had no part.

reiterates this idea:

"GabA.ie.t

'

co ue^-5'

òecome-ó moA.e than a meA.e appe.ndage. to

htò

GfLt-tta'.
ago"

2

Loomis Jr.
òaddtníij 6 he.

.

After undergoing so many different and opposite feelings,
Gabriel comes to an awareness of the world as something of which
he is a part without being it;
himself with others.

He moves from dialogue with Gretta to

dialogue with himself;
pZty" and

he discovers a new involvement of

from egoism and arrogance to " {^fiiendlij

"gene.A.ou6 tea.^6".

Florence L.

Walzl states that

"Th& Vzad" Ã& a ò tofiij
matuAatxon, t^ac-iug the
òp-i^iZtuat de.veiopme.nt o
a man ^Aom Inòalah.itij
and egot-cMn to humanÃ.tan.lan.{.òm and love (...)
GabKtel moveó ^A.oin bltndneòò and conce-i.t to
■i,el{^-knowledge and òijmpathij {^ofi otheni>.^

And Beck says of Gabriel's last gesture in the story,
refrains from "tntAudlng
" {^all gently" and walks

on

^Gfietta' ò]

gAle^",

wlien ho

lots her hand

"quietly to the ivtndoio".

^ TATE, Allen. "The Dead". In: Dubliners: Text, Criticism and
Notes. Ed. Robert Scholos and A. Walton Litz. England,
Penguin, 198C. p. 404-9.
^ LOOMIS Jr., C.C.
In: Dubliners:

"Structure and Sympathy in Joyce'» 'The Dead'".
Text, Criticism and Notes. Op. cit. p. 417-22.

^ WATjZIi, Florence L. "Gabriel and Michael:
'Tlie Dead'". In: Op. cit. p. 4 2 3-43 .

The Conclusion of

04

Thdóc. aAc. not geòtufi(L&
lO-i.t.hd-tawaC- out o^
con6ldc.Aat(ine.i-&, and o I appft.oac.li to a iahgan
outlook. Betioecn tli^s tvoinan aòlc.cp a^tc.h /i c'/t
gA-Ã-d^ and the. hotel window looking out on the.
"falling ònow Gabn.i.c.1 completed hlò jounneAj
toward eplphantj.

It was necessary to bring to life a dead youth from Gretta's
past to make Gabriel realize he had been leading a dead life,
and realize also how great

(notice the pun on the name Gretta)

were the things he had missed.
bodlij Into that othzn. won.ld,

Hence his conclusion "Better paòò

In the

^ull gloAij o

than {^ade and wlthen. dlòmallij with age"

(D,

òonie pa.òólon^

223).

In Walzl's

words,

The sudden realization that {^ofi hl-ò wl^e the
memo^Lj oá a dead lover haò greater reality than
doeò the phijòlcal presence o
her living huòband
precipitates a crlòlò oi òelA-eva.tuatlon In
Gabriel.^

He goes from contemptuous irony to identification with his
rival,

and,

consequently, with "the vait hoòtò

trully reaches caritas at the end — true,
comes at the same time,

o

the dead".

unselfish love.

or as a consequence of,

He

It

his new-found

humility .y The generosity that comes over him then is overreaching
— it engulfs the past dead
shades);

the present dead

(Patrick Morkan and all the other
(Michael Furey,

present as a driving force);

dead long ago but

and the future dead

Julia, who would soon become a shade too).

(poor Aunt

His vision and liis

new-found generosity expand to include not only himself,

^ BECK, Warren. Joyce's Dublincrs: Substance,
Durham N.C., Duke University Press, 1069.
^ WALZL,

Florence L. Op.

cit.

p.

4 29.

Gretta

Vision and Art.
p. 3íj3.
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and his aunts,

but Ireland as well and all humanity.

Mirrors play an important part in his discovery.
time he approaches a v/indow,

he taps the cold pane,

Tlie

first

but the glass

does not reflect anything yet — Gabriel looks out and thinks how
pleasant it must be outside.

This is an indication that

— whether it be inside the room or within himself — he
very comfortable.

is not

In the hotel room Gretta is tlie first to look

in a mirror, when she starts to undress.

But it is not long

before Gabriel himself catches a glimpse of
Full of desire,

inside

his image in the mirror.

he cannot understand why Gretta is so detached.

When he asks her what the matter is,

he expects a different

answer and is surprised at the one he gets and at lier emotional
reaction. At this moment

kò kz paòòtd .in tha. Matj
the. clieval-glaòó he.
caught .ò-íght
h.iin6c.l^ In
length, hli
bAoad, loeZZ-6 h-c^.t-^^ont., the. ^acc. lohoòc
e.xpA.eó-ò-i.on ahoaijò pazzZed him lohe.n he òaio -i.t In
a
and hli, glx.mi)teAÍng g.cít-Ax.nii)ied eijcglaió es .
(D, 218)

The eyeglasses facing a mirror convey the idea of an infinite
reflection of one upon the other:

Gabriel looking at liimself in

the mirror and being reflected back in the eyeglasses,
himself again. The word

puzzled

seeing

gives a clue to his changing

mood ~ from one of ambivalent arrogance and insecurity to that
of not understanding,

thus being open to new awareness.

It may

be accounted for by his not having yet come to terms with
himself.
When he learns about the boy back in Galway in Gretta's
past,

and how he still stirs in her breast feelings rcprer.£jcd

for so long,
himself,

and

he compares the dead boy with the live husband,
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l/e òaw himò(Ll{i a& a taditH.ouò {iiguAc., acting ai
a pennij-botj {^on. h-iò aun-tó, a ne^vouò weJLl-meaning
òe-nt^mantat-íòt, oA.a t-i.ng to vai'ga'iian ò and
ZdeaZ-cÁ-ing tiZi own cloionZóIi Inòtl, -the. pitiable,
^a-tuoui ^alZoio h& had caught a glimp-ia
-in the
nUA.A.oA. Inòtinctlvalij he, tanned hlò back mo^e to
the. l-íght. . .
(D, 220)

Like the boy in"Araby",
^hIm6e.Z^~] ai>
eyc-ó

"Gaz-ing

up Into the. da^kneòò

a cKtatLine. dfi-ivzn and de.A-cded bij vanity,

bufintd w-ith anguish and angcA"

(D,

At the end,

in the last paragraph,

òan)

and

35). And like James Duffy,

"he. ie.lt that he. had been outcast ^^.om

window,

pic,*]

^eaòt"

(D,

117).

he turns again to the

attracted by light taps on the pane.

He looks out again,

this time aware of himself and of the vast world outside,

in an

all inclusiveness of the living and the dead.
His new acquired generosity is reflected in his words — they
flow now in lyric cadence,

through long low-toned periods,

repetition and alliteration balancing the rhythm,
the weak sound of snow falling faintly everywhere,
effect of repetition.

equating it to
in a hypnotic

David Lodge describes the cliange in the tone

of Gabriel's flow of thoughts saying that

tha p^LOóe. be.come.6 much nwn.e. "poetic" '• metaphoA
I-Í, ovcfit, and the. pA.ogAc-i-6 o
the. sijntagw Í6
de.ZIbe-'Late.Zij Impe.dcd bij Ae.pctltion o{^ kcij Mondi>
and e.laboA.ate Aijthniical patterning, which together
Impart a spiralling, ra.the.r than a linear
movement to the. proòe..^

^ LODGE, David. The Modes of Modern Writing.
Arnold, 1977. p. 132.

London,

Edward
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V - Gabriel - The Journey Westward

Oh,

Eaòt -íò

Eaòt and Wait, lò Wcót,

and

the twain òhalC meet.
Rudyard Kipling

Bh.avc.

{fOotòo^e. Haunl

ph.OQn.Q.i>ò\

Hold to'.

ijQ. dtvll ijd'.

liJ-tn out,

The ivc6t òhall shake

the eaòt awake.

Walk while ije have

the ntght {^ofi mo^n,

past shall

Noioi

The. &lZe.nt cock shall

CA.0W at la&t.

^aòtbntnge^.,

Wonk ijoa'i

llghtbneak-

nwAA-oweth wheAeon evcAtj

(^ull

{^ost steep.

Finnecjc'ins Wake

Aniacn.
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The relation of VubZ^ne.A.ò' last story "The Dead" to all the
others is of some critical dispute. Warren Beck distinguishes
the collection from Joyce's other works saying that

The. afit o{, Dubliners Ã.Ò atl Itò otoii, wot mcAC.iiJ
by mon.c.
tachnlcal pAactcca but
ítÁ
undupl-icatííd -ímmtdiacy and comin-ítmcn t, unique
ave.n X-n &ack òtoKtj, and aòlz-íng a n.c.adi.ng aò
■6 uch. 1

He also chooses to study each story as a universe of its own,
and states that

Foa. all thiln. containment bij the. cltij Itiel^ and
by Joyed'Ò v.ieiv o^ a coni^-ining J^Ã.òíi "paA.alyòlò",
the. òton..ítò Adma^kably dtj^^eA Inom each othc^L ai
to theme., òce.ne. and chaAacte^-i. ^

Bernard Benstock,

in one essay,

aspects of "The Dead" in relation
one moment,

points out two opposite

to the rest of the collection. At

he says that

The placing Oj^ "The Vead" at the and
thíò
pAogAe-i.6yCon o^ balanced talei i.ò anomaíouò -in
that it iò a novella {^an. longer than any
the otheAó, and pAeòumably outòide the sequence.^

But at the next, he concludes that

^ BECK, Warren. Joyce's Dubliners; Substance,
Durham N.C., Duke University Press, 1969.
^ BECK,
O

Warren,

Op.

cit.

p.

Vision and Art.
p. 40.

13.

BENSTOCK, Bernard. James Joyce.
Publishing Co., 1985. p. 32.

New York,

Frederick Ungar
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... aZtliougk "The. Vaad" òc.e.wò out
p^opo^tion
and aven out
Iz-clta^ loctli the. açaí 0(5
Dubliners, that novella -In manij ioaiji> Ae.capit u Cate.ò
many oi the. thtmai and patten nò o^ the pnececdi iig
^ouAteen òtofiteò and caAAceò the collect-ion Into
a ^uh.thefL d-cmen-òton.^

Although I agree with Beck as to the reading of each story
and,

from a broader perspective,

of Vublt.neA.6

as a distinguislied

and complete piece in relation to Joyce's wliole oeuvre,
contradict his second statement as to theme,

I should

scene and characters

The theme of the stories is summarized in the three words
presented in the first paragraph of the first story — paralysis,
simony,

gnomon. The motifs are recurrent and intermingled in the

stories. The scene is but one — Dublin depicted in its different
surroundings and aspects. And finally,
paradigmatic,

as I hope I have shown in part II.

anomalous Benstock uses,
not so,

the characters arc
As for the word

this part will try to show that it is

though I am in agreement with his second assertion,

in

which he implies that "The Dead" closes the collection as far as
theme,

scene and characters are involved — to appropriate Beck's

words.
As there is a movement in the stories in VublineKò
childhood to maturity,
style.

from

there is also a movement in the narrative

In writing his stories, Joyce rejected O.

Henry's and

Maupassants's technique of the eventual story with beginning,
middle and end,

and their repeated use of surprises and

coincidences. Joyce chose the Checkovian type of short-story
writing - often with no beginning or end,
stories begin in media

res.

Bernard.

Op.

The

Let us take for example the first

sentences of some of the stories:

^ BENSTOCK,

but all middle.

cit.

p.

27.
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Tkah-O, u>aó no hope. f^oà. /u'm tlilò -time.:
th^Ad -it-tolze. (The Sisters, D, 9)

-it loaò the.

She. i,at at the. iv-indoio Matching the. eve.ni.ng
tnvade. the. auenuci. { E ve 1 i ne , D, 36)
The. can.6 came ócuddtng .in toiva^dó
(After the Race, D, 42)

These sentences are only an indication,

Vabtin.

however,

of Joyce's

not following the technique of the well-made story. The bulk of
each story depicts a detached moment out of the life of a
character,

from which the reader can build his own idea of this

character. As Harry Levin says,
c.hoòe.n,

"Aò the. pan.t,

òtgni{^tc.anttij

n.Q,\)e.al& the. whole.,

a Mon.d on. de,tai.t may be. e.nough .to
5
e.xhtbZt a c.hafiac.te.n. on conve.y a òttuation" .
The features in the stories include hints,
things left unsaid,

inference,

lack of action,

Form and content are identified.
"uoaò too -6 cA.upu-io UÒ

aZwaiji,"

"6cn.upuZou6 imanne.06".

(D,

a ^un.tou0

in

"The Sisters",

as Joyce himself was in liis

Language is harsh when the characters arc

harsh, as we can verify in the first words of
"The be.tl Aang

banality of events.

Father Flynn,
17),

false clues,

lanlouòtij and,

Mhe.n

"Counterparts":

Panken. went to the tube.,

voice. caZted out Ã.n a pt&nctng Month 0($

- Send Fanntngton he.ne.1"

(D,

Inetand accent:

86).

The reader can hear the stridence of these

first words

setting the tone of the story.
An atmosphere of gloom pervades the stories,
them take place in the evening,
not clearly seen.

when the contour of things is

Sight is replaced by

may stem from Joyce's near-sightedness.

5

and most of

insight. Tliis tccliniquc
During his wliole life

LEVIN, Harry. In his introduction to The K.'jf;ontia.l Jainos Joyce;.
London Toronto Sydney Now York, Granada, 19 81. p. 21-2.
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he was threatened with blindness,
operations.

In the ?0KtKa.i.t,

and underwent a score of eye

he tells of Steplien's humiliation

at school when he has his glasses broken

(P,

49-50).

This

difficulty may partly account for Joyce's stress on sti-eam of
consciousness,

and on his preference for what happens in the

mind rather than for actual events.
There is no need of light,
want to see things.

Eveline sits at the window

e.ve.yi'ing Invade, tko. avznue."
anything outside,

as the characters do not actually

(D,

36)

"lOatch-ciiQ -the.

but she is not actually seeing

but looking within lierself.

The boy in "Araby"

one evening goes into the back drawing-room in \/hich the priest
had died and "loaò thankful that
all his senses
the end,

"^eem&d to

he gazes

could òdd òo little",

ddò-ifio. to

ve.ll the.m4>e.lve.^"

31). At

"up Into the. daAkneò-ò" to see himself as

"a cfizatu^e. dulvtn and de.n.ldtd bij vanity"
roamed around Dublin after "the.
dí6c.e.nde.d upon the. city".

(D,

In "A Little Cloud"

autumn 6unie.t cove.fie.d the. gfia6&
scene and thought of life,

35).

The

ivaAm e.van<'.ng o

waiting for Gallaher at the King's Inns,

the. lamplight",

(D,

because

ploti

"Two Gal lants"

Auguòt had

, while Chandler is

"the glow oi a late

and loalkó".

He watched tlie

and at the end "he òtoad back out o^

because he didn't need any light - his illumination

came from within.
In "A Painful Case" ,

Mr.

Duffy's relationship with Mrs.

is conducted in an atmosphere of falling'light,

as if Mr.

Sinico
Duffy

were unveiling iiimself in a darkened silence:

Mfliiiy tlme.i 6 he alloiocd the dafik to f^atl upon thorn,
/lai^A.alnlng i(Aom lighting the £amp. The. da-'ik dibcneet
/Looin, the.l/L .'lelatlo n-i hip, the. muòlc that òtllí
vlbfiate.d In the.lA eanò united them... Sometimeb
he. caught hlmòe.lf, listening to the. òouiid ahib
oion voice.. He .thought that in heft eye.i he uiouC'd
a6ce.nd to an angelical itatuAe... (D, 111)
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Later, when he reads of Mrs.

Sinico's death,

^A-oni the. pa.pe.n. and gazad out
eve.n^ng landscape."

(D,

115),

liZó wlndoio on

he

"■'laiSQ.d liii>

cijc.ò

the. checAle.Sò

but he is not lookiny eit anytliiiuj

— he is playing with his memories.
It is past ten o'clock when Gabriel,
Into the. e.mbn.aòuKz oi the. window"

(D,

191)

in "The Dead",

"^c.tiAed

to run over the

headings of the speech in his mind and he docs need a ligl;t in
the hotel room at the end,
stems from inside.
is going on,

for what he is about to sec there

The words Joyce uses do not only describe what

they are part of it., Harry Levin says of tlie

Pofit^ait that

Joyce.'-!) C-Hofitò to achieve. ZmmedZac.ij te.ad h<iii
to equate. ioh.m and conten.t, -to .cgnoAe. the
dZ-i,tlnc.tton be.tioe.en the. th-ingó he. lò de.òan.ibi.ng
and tht worlds he.
uòtng to de.òc.n.ibe thejn

which is true too not only of Vabtlnzfiò but also of liis otlier
works.

Levin raises another important point as to Joyce's style:

Joi/cc.'^ 6tou)-motÃ.on na^iAatlve. .i.ò timed to hli,
pa/ialijsed òubject. Both afie á ijnahno nlzed lolth
hl^ òVLangelij apoc.aiijp.tlc. doctrine, iohlch
aòòtgnò to both authon. and chaAactefiò a paò&ive
pafit. The. authon. mzfie.lij wa tcheò, -the chafiac tefi i,
ate. mcKcZij ficve.ated, and the emphaòi-i, iò on the.
technique o^ e^po&uKe.'^

What he says here sort of summarizes what has been said about
form and content;
however,

Levin's use of the expression

"4Í oio-mo fcoii",

brings up an important point about Joyce's works — tliey

^ LEVIN, Harry. James Joyce. A Critical Introduction.
Faber and Faber, 19 60. p. 81.
^ LEVIN,

Harry. Op.

cit.

p.

39.

London,
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all have a lot of motion-picture techniques,
construction,

in the use of montage,

in his method of

in flash-back.

In 1909 Joyce tried to establish tlie first motion-picture
theatre in Dublin, which shows how he understood tlie technical
possibilities of the new method.

He greatly admired Eisenstein,

the great master of film-making. Joyce perceived that the cinema
is both a science and an art,
some of its techniques.

and he seems to have assimilated

John Huston's film adaptation of "The Deod"

recaptures this slow-motion movement Levin talks about in
relation to Joyce's works.

The film is a hymn of love to James

Joyce and to the West of Ireland.
of the

stories and,

"Huòton haò,

-In

It captures the unoventfulness

as Michael Mason points out

a^^ZnUZatad It to the. mode, o ^ the majo'iLttj

0^ the cottict-ion,
an Q^xtznt,

tyivíòt-íng -it lotth thc.-Lh. untty o^ tone and,
g
with thzln. &oan. pun-itaniòm" .

to

We could say that the film makes a synthesis of the slow✓
motion technique so widely found in VubtineAò.
There is a change in some aspects of the narrative stylo in
the story "The Dead".

The story is closer to the Maupassant style

in which there is a chronological organization,

in spite of

recurring flash-backs and flash-forwards. It is irare dram:itic that most,
and the dry, court, and often fragmented

language of tlie early stories

is transformed into lyrical prose in Gabriel's reflections at
the end;

the tone in the story is muted,

Irish hospitality is praised.

mellower,

loss satirical;

The movement eastwards uiidergo(.'i;

a half-circle movement and steers towards the opposite direction
— West.

Denis Donoghue wrote that the film "Tlie Dead" recalled to

® MASON, Michael. "Distant Music".
number 25, February 1988.

In: The James Joyce lUroadshcM't.,

9'1

his mind Wallace Steven's poem Ou^ Stafiò

Conic.

i^Aom là.c.laiid,

second section of which is called The. W(Lò.twa/idii(Lòò

o

the

ivc.A.ij th ing,

containing these lines:

Theóe Gaíie.d and
jangled dafiknc.00
Made, òuddantij -íuiiUnoiió, -themò c-C.vcó a chanac,
An daòt Á,n the.À.fi compe.Zl.ing wc.-:, U(ian.dnc.òò

The movement eastward and later the westward turn is one of the
motifs in Vubt-íneAò,
There is,

though not only in that work.

in many of the stories,

a mild attempt to shake

the paralysis that pervades the Dubliners. At a given point eacli
character faces the opportunity of breaking free from restraining
bonds or,

at most,

of realizing that the possibility exists or

has existed and escaped through his/her fingers.
escape to exotic places is a constant.

The dreams of

The east and west axis

is ever present. The boy in "The Sisters",

for example,

asleep trying to make sense out of Cotter's words,

falls

and dreams

of an inversion of Father Flynn and himself in the confessional.
But he also dreams of an escape:
\
avoaij,
Ve,n.òla,

"I

that I

had be.tn vcJitj

In -òome Zand ivheAe the cu^tom-i we/tc. ótAangc. - x.ii

I thought..."

(D,

13-4).

In

"An Encounter",

miching leads them eastwards of Dublin,

the two boys'

although the narrator

is bewitched by the Wild West, known to him through tlio
literature his companion brings to class.

In "Araby",

tlio name of

the bazaar evokes in the boy dreams of a faraway land:
Á ijZZabZe-ò 0^ the. ivo^d ARAB/ we/tc caZZe.d to me through
Zn u)htch mij souZ Zuxafilate.d and caót an EaòteAn
mc," (D,

"The
the. òiíence.

e.nchaii tnient

32) .

^ DONOGIIUE, Denis. "Huston's Joyce".
March 3,1988. p. 18.
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Eveline dreams oi escape to distinct Soutli America.

The

ship her lover Frank boards at the quay in the North Wal]
southeast to Liverpool.

leaves

Eveline never finds out whether she

would board the ship there to Buenos Aires,

or whether Frank

was luring her outside Dublin to seduce and later abandon her.
But the movement is eastward,
House",

as is tlie dream.

Doran, when cornered by Mrs.

between religious necessity of
had",

as he himself puts it,

desire to escape,

In "The

Mooney and Polly,

"A.Q.paAcvt.Lon",

Boarding
torn

reluctance

"to

fear of losing his situation,

"longe.d to aòcand through the. ^loo^ and

aMay to anothcA. countA.ij iohe.n.t he Mould nevan. hc.an. agatn
tAouble."

(D,

67-8).

and

i^iij
ohti

Little Chandler dreams of fleeing Dublin:

you. niantzd to òuc.c.t2.d you had to go aioay.
nothing tn Vubttn"

be

(D,

You could do

73).

But dreams remain dreams. The balance of frustrated journeys
in VubZtmA.6

is enormous:

Father Flynn's often talked-of drive

to the old house where he and his sisters had been born in
Irishtovm is never accomplished.

The two boys in "An Encounter" ,

who set out for the Pigeon House,
when they

come to their senses,

uieAe too tt^ed to
the Ftgeon Hou6e".
the boy,

wander around on the way and,

they realize

"tt tvaó

too late, and

cafifiy out

They never reach their destination.

In "Aroby"

after an evening of palpitations and expectancy,

the bazaar to find disappointment,

anguish and anger.

readies

Eveline's

escape can only be achieved through the dreamt journey with
Frank — at the last moment something holds her back:

paralysis

takes charge, and she does not follow her lover on board the slij.j).
Doran's urge to escape does not go beyond a fleeting

thought.

Little Chandler is too shy to try life outside Dul)lin.
Gabriel,

in "The Dead",

repeats tlie movement eastwardi;

Lhrougli
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most of the story. He looks up to the Continent for sopliisticatcd
habits,

he goes on cycling tours to France or Belgium or Germany,

he remembers an east wind of the year before
pa-ò-òed MC-AA^on"

(D,

180) ,

" bZoioliiQ -in aiJfcA

he writes for an English

newspaper. His inclination is eastward during most of the story.
But something happens to him at the end,

his movement changes.

Throughout the festive evening Gabriel's past and present cluster
round him and he recapitulates the important moments and cvcnt:s
of his life. After the scene in the hotel room,
past also reaches out to him,

in which Grotta's

he reaches his epiphany and the

future also becomes part of the overall intermingling of time.
And here Gabriel is struck by the illumination that
had come

ion. hZtii to óe.t out on htò

Escape is at an end.

joan.nQ.ij iotòtioand"

"the.
(D,

t-iiiw.
223).

He does an about-face and heads west.

One can better understand Gabriel's"vo1te-face" if we know
the circumstances under which he was created as a character.
The collection of stories had been on the point of publication
for a considerable length of time when "The Dead" was written.
Joyce had gone far in his writings.
in the preceding stories,

in a negative aspect,

contempt. The stories show expectant
frustrated women,
people;

He had depicted Dubliners,
thougli not witli

boys meeting disappointment,

arrogant or vagrant young men,

unsatisfactory bits of public life;

isolated grov/n

a petit-bourgeois,

lower middle-class environment;

people dreaming of escape being

held back by unescapable bonds.

Paralysis pervades all. There

came a point in which Joyce might have felt that he had been
too harsh on the Irish.
Stanislaus in 1906:
that I

He writes in a letter to his brother

"Somct-ínicò thinking

hav& bdc.n un(>.c(Li>6an.il{j hanòh

(...)

Jnaland It óc.Cdió io mc.
I

tt'i -íngenuouò tnòulafUtij and hoòpítalttij. . . "

/lavc. not ncpnoduccd
(L,

109).

As he luul
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matured,

so had his writing. When he wrote "The Dead",

Spring of 1907,

in the

after a nearly two-month stay in the city

hospital at Trieste with a bout of rheumatic fever,
had learned "-cn

own

what the. heafit ^4

and awaij

and what Zt

j$eG.£.4"

having a very difficult time.

(P,

he probably

home, and
252).

pi.io.ndò

He and Nora were

In the same city hospital,

had given birth to their daughter Lucia Anna,

Nora

on 26 July,

in

the pauper's ward. At the same time he was writing "The Dead",
Joyce re-conceived Stephen He.^o as a five-chapter novel to bo
called A Von.tfialt
"The Dead'i

the. kfit-i&t aò

as I see it,

for the Dubliners.

a Voung Man,

is a tale of redemption and hope

It is a requiem for the dead and dying in

the whole collection,

but at

the same time a tale of awakening.

That is what is meant when Gabriel realizes
Ion. h-im to òtafit on h-iò
self-recognition,
puts it,

joufineij we.òtwaAd"

his origins,

"'The Vead'

-iò

"The

(D,

223)

— towards

passion. As Florence L.

a òtofiij o^ matiiH-ation,

òpViitual development Of^ a man

time had come

Walzl

tnac-incj the.

^^om X.nòutafi-Lttj and egotlòm to

humanttaA-tan-íóm and Zove"^^.
The stories are presented in the book in the order which
i
Joyce hiniself gave them in a letter to his brotlicr Stanislaus
on 24 September 1905,

before all the stories had been devised:^

The ofide.fl o^ the òtofiteò tò aò ^oC-íow: "The
Slòtefiò", "Ah Encountefi", and anothen òtciij
whtch afie òtofi.te.ò o^ mij chiCdhood: "The Boafidnu]
Houóe", "A^tefL the Race" and "líveline", wh ich

WALZL, Florence L. "Gabriel and Michael: The Conclusion of
'The Dead'". In: Dubliners; Text, Criticism, and NoJ.es.
Robert Scholcs and Ã. Weilton Litz (ed.j. ICngland, PonguJ n
Books, 1986. p. 430.
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aAe.
o
adoleócencc: "Tlic. Ctatj",
" Countz^pa^tò", and "A Vain^ul Caòc.", which anc
'ittofiÁ.dò 0^ ma^u-^e
"Ivij Vaij in the
Conu)i-i.t-te.(i Room", "A lio.thcLA" and the. Zait òtonij
oi the. book loh-cch aAd òtoA-idò o^ public ti.^c.
Zn Vubtin. (L, 77-8)

The story that fills the first gap
and the

("anotheA itony")

is"Araby",

"laòt òtoKij" of public life he refers to is"Grace",

whicli

made a collection of twelve stories. One may notice that he
refers to the first group as

"òtofLÍQ..{>

MV cliitdhood",

which

brings the stories still closer to his own experiences.
Joyce later wrote
"After

the

Race''and

adolescence,

"Two Gallants" ,

"The Boarding House"

and "A Little Cloud" ,

the first story of mature life.
tell of married men,

which was inserted bctv;oen
as another story of

placed before "Coun te rpn r is" as
The first two of this category

following "The Boarding House"

,

wliich

introduces man to the married state. The two other stori.cs of
mature life depict two celibates,

a woman and a man.

The appraisal of the two stories written later by Joyce
himself,

as stated in his

letters,

more satisfied with his work,
of "Two Gallants"

shown how

by this time,

how more mature it was.

he was

Ho r.ays

that

it li> one. 0^ the mo6t inipo/L-tant òtoHld.ò in the.
boofe. I ivoutd Katke.fi òac.fii{^ic.t I'll/E o
the otliefi
4,toAÍe.4> {which I could name) than thi& one. It i&
the- òto>iij (a^tcà. "Jvij Vaij in the. Coiiiniittee Ruoiu")
which plcaòe-ò ma. mo&t. (L, 88)

Of "A Little Cloud"

^e says

later that a page of it

picayune, than all nuj ue./t4£4"

(L,

"fjivc-s

inc. inuHC.

121). All this is important

for an awareness of the development of Joyce's work towards

the

writing of "T(ie Dead".
In

"A Little Cloud"

,

Joyce's appraisal of liis characLors had
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undergone a slight change. Although he makes the character
Little Chandler idealize life outside Dublin,
his friend Gallaher as a model of success,

and look up to

at the same time lie

introduces a hint of criticism into Chandler's mind.
unwelcome thought,

Like an

it starts to dawn on Chandler that Gallalicr

is an arrogant boaster,

and that his own life is not as bad as

the encounter with his ex-companion made him feel.
to realize that he has "ò^ip-Ze. joijò"

He begins

in life and that he had found

"tiie. gÃAl". When he foretells that Gallaher will put liis hciid in
the sack as he did,

if he too "can

{^Ind the.

,

tlie next

paragraph discloses his hidden contentment:

He had òZighttij emphaó^ó ed h iò tone, and he iva6
aivaA.e that he. had be.tfiaijed h-imse-C^; hti.t, -though
thz coZoufi had heightened -in hió check, he did
not ^tinch i^A.om h-c-6 ^Aiend'^ gaze. (D, 81)

In which way had he betrayed himself? He had betrayed his
quiet satisfaction with his kind of life,

witli what he had.

For

a moment his meeting with Gallaher and hearing all his friend's
triumphs and adventures had "upóet the. e.qnipo-iò e o^
natuA-e"

(D,

80).

hlò Jicmit-í vc.

His not flinching from his friend's gaze shows

that he stood his ground when the true nature of Gallaher
started to be unveiled to him in contrast to his idcali/.ation
of the other's success.

The word betrayed

is the initial clue

the reader gets of Little Chandler's awakening to tlu; bare facts
of life and to an acceptance of them.

Chandler awakes as his r.on

awakes.
Chandler's trajectory goes through the same steps as
boy's in "Araby". They both tread a path of anticipation,

the

memory

and discovery, and reassessment. There is a repetition of i)att(M-n}3
in the two characters,

or perhaps one can say that it is the
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same character repeating his youthful experience as an adult.
Beck calls attention to the pattern of oscillations in the
ambivalent Chandler and shows three movements,
"cont}-i-tct6
(1)

0^ -LltuiZon and iQ.aZi.tij,

each containing

in alternating iMcpondc-fiancici"^^:

Chandler going to meet Gallaher at Corless's,

torn between

the monotony of his life and job and extravagant reveries;
(2)

Chandler meeting Gallaher — at first subject to Gallaher's

pretensions,

then asserting himself and his values;

Chandler at home,

(3)

in a recurrent ambivalence between escapist

illusion and domestic realities,
as a sentiment,

and

resolved finally and positively,

in a fundamental realization. At the end.

Little Chandler ielt hi.i> clieekó òu^^tuòc.d with
ÁÍiarne and he Átood back out.
the lamplight.
He listened while the paioxtjòm oi the ch ild'ò
óobblng gieio leòò and leòò; and teaiò o
h.emon.òe òtanted to hiò etjeò. (D, 85)

His remorse may have manifold implications.

One may think it

refers to his inability to break with Dublin life,

like GaJ.lalicr

did, or to the direction his life and career had taken.
use of the word
else.

remorse instead of regret

Regret is " an hap pine's'ò

something haò

ok has

at the loòò

not happened",

^01 having done iVAong"

12

.

indicates sometliing
o

whereas

■òome.thlng,

on. became

remorse

"somow

is

So Chandler's tears are not being slicd

for what has or has not happened in his
of his own doing.

But the

life,

but for some wrong

It all points to his shame and regret coming

from his enthusiasm

at meeting GalJLaher and consequently coming

home late for tea and forgetting

BECK, Warren. Op.

cit.

p.

"to

bfilng

Aan.ú'. home the parcel'

17 7.

Longman Dictionary of Contenporary F.nq]ish.
Longman, 19 78.

Harlow nnd London,
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0^5

co^iidQ.

^A-om Be,iÁ)Zij'ò"

home life to London;

(D,

82);

from his dreamt escapo

from

from his clumsiness with the baby and his

escapism through Byron's poems.

Contrary to some critics'

readin

which consider Chandler's tears as being shed for his inability
to escape,

I see his

remorse as a moment of awakening,

recognition of the true worth of what he has,

of

and con.soquently

of his coming to terms with life.
Chandler's epiphany is not as profound or as complex as
Gabriel's.

His remorse comes suddenly and acutely, while

Gabriel's illumination comes only gradually.

But he might liave

been a younger Gabriel, who later followed his literary
inclinations by writing reviews

for the Va-iZtj Exp^Ldòò ,

and much

later coming to a fuller realization of life's passion.

In his

confrontation between daydreaming and the facts of life and
family,Little Chandler realizes that in having found "the
he can go on making discoveries.
Conroy,

as if Joyce,

himself for "The Dead".

girl"

In this he foreshadov/s Gabriel

in depicting Chandler,

were readying

There also may be this caricaturized

depiction of Gallaher through a new perspective in Joyce's view
of a man's leaving Dublin and going abroad.

He may have started

to realize the over-idealization he himself had been making of
the prospects of someone who escaped Dublin.
I have compared Little Chandler to the boy in "Araby",

but

there is one other parallel to be made — Little Chandler and
Gallaher and the two boys in

"An Encounter".

have been the narrator of "An Encounter",
even if his heart thumped,
Leo Dillon,

Chandler miglit well

who bravely

faced things

and Gallaher might bo the boasting

the "XcíCga" who road stories of the Wild West in cJajJs

and fought like an Indian,

but shiod from real

did not dare tlie day's miching,

adventure.

Ho

but later escaped to I.ondon.

The
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boy narrator also comes to a feeling of remorse at the end,
if the word is not mentioned.
he uses.

"And 1 umò

oven

penitent" are the v;ords

Chandler undergoes once more the same sentiments of

the boy. The boy's penitence was directed at his p3ay-mate
Mahony,

at having earlier "da6p-ci",d h-cw a ■CZttlc."

(D,

20).

Like

Chandler, he feels remor.se for the feelings he had harboured in
his breast.

Gabriel's final decision to start on his journey westv^iard
does not come suddenly to him. The east and west axis has been
a by-word in the collection of stories,

and in "The Dead" one can

look for further implications in the choice of direction. The
east has been a representation of escape,

either to exotic J.ands

or to more civilized ones. East of Ireland is where educated men
make for, where success is at hand,

careers bloom.

Gabriel

himself turns his back to the west and looks east for ijitel] octuaJ.
orientation and his civilized habits. Ellmann remarks tliat
lioeit o{, Jneland

"the.

coniie-cted tn Gab^^i ei' ò nicud ivlth a dank and

fiathe^ pai.n.{^u.l p!ttmittv.iòm"

(JJ,

248).

ilis refusal to accejit t!ic

west is manifested in various instances:
his mother calling Gretta "countn-ij cute.",
not tAue 0^ GA&tta at att"

(D,

ho remembers grudgingly
and tlunl;s

187). His fencing with Miss Ivors

highlights the opposition east/west:

she Invites bJ in for an

excursion to the Aran Isles,

he refuses;

from Connacht,

only admitting that

he denies it,

"illat loaó

slie remarks Gretta
"tioh

in

pc.opt!o.

afiQ,"she teases him about keeping in touch wi tli his own language
— Irish — and he denies it as his language;

when pressed,

lie

exclaims that he is sick of his country. At Gretta's entlius.iasm
over the prospective journey west,
gives her a sharp answer.

Gabriel becomes ,cold and

10 3

The Continent to the east is for him a representative of
civilized people who wear goloshes to protect their feet from
damp and tlie place he goes
or an escape,
(D,

on cycling tours,

"paAtZij to kizp -en

189). The opposition,

partly for a cluinge,

touch M-ith the. tanguaQQ.-i"

although not explicit,

is clear:

the

civilized east of educated people versus the wildness of the
west. Halfway through the story,

however,

one starts t:o find a

deeper analogy to the west — that of sanguine people,

primitive

feelings, passion."
As early as in "An Encounter"

one can find clues to this

analogy. The boy-narrator has a hint as to where adventures,
passion,

and wild sensations lie — in the Wild West.

Wiiero

others only dreamt,

he wanted to try;

he wanted,

"jLdal advíntu^dò to

happan to

Bat 'klolZ advc.ntuA.c6,

AC-^lc-cXnd,

he says

do not happen to people, who n.c.maln at home..

be .sought abroad"

(D,

21).

l

Thctj iiiint

He shai"es with other characters the

desire to escape the drabness of life and the belief that away
from Dublin is where opportunities are.
others,

he perceives

But,

different from the

that the west is warm and passionate,

and

that there is where he should go.
Joyce links the feeling with the place:
of

the narrator tal];s

"the adventu^ieò delated -in the Z-itenatune o

in one moment, while in'the next he begins
vottd 6 enò at-lo nó"

(D,

"to

the blltd West"
hungcA. again

21-21) . One can extract from the boy's

words the analogy:

Wild Viest

wi].d sensations

West = sensations
West -• passion

As "Tiio Dead" progresses,

moro indications are given to this

lÜ-l

analogy. The song that Gretta listens to "ò-tanding
Zn tht shadow"

(D,

210),

is a song of passion,

on the

a ballad wliich

tells of a young lass who is seduced and abandoned;
of the West,

òtainò

it .is a song

and it triggers in Gretta the awakening of a dormant

passionate tale. Passion is present in Gretta's words when she
tells Gabriel about Michael Furey,
itself.

as well as in the episode

The young man had died for her,

out of love.

"He. ònid

ht dÁ,d not want to £-tue," when she was going av/ay. And Gretta and
Michael,

both capable of passion,

in the recounting

of the affair,

he in his dying for her,

slie

are from the west of Ireland.

Here is the wild west representing for Gabriel origin and nature?,
in opposition to culture. The west of the Aron Isles and the
Bog of Allen and the Shannon Waves. As Anthony Burgess

says,

"The. wc.òt -iò íohe.n.e. paòòÃ.on take.ò place, and botjà

love.;

the. gn.ave.yaKd Lvh&Ae. Mtchael Fiuccij l-ic.ò

die.

buA.Ze.d Xò,

^ofi

in a òe.nòe.,

a place, o^ It^e."^^.
So when Gabriel decides on his journey westward,

ho is not

only communicating the choice of a place for a different holiday:
the journey is symbolically tciv;ard the primary,

the essentia],

and a search for passion. Essentially he has already started on
his journey westward in his slow but steady grov;ing awareness ol
things.

In Ellmann's words,

.in mchac.l ¥an.e.ij,

he

"^Lccognizci

a pa&òlon he. haò

-in

the. iveòt o

lUniicl^ altva/jó

lne.Cand,

Cache.d" (JJ,

.

Donald Torchiana sums up the east-west axis and Cabrii.'1'ü
change of direction, while

linking "The Dead" to the

Anthony Burgess is cited by Warren Deck.

Op.

formc>r stoivii^:;.:

clt..

p.

3!!//.

lü'i

CiOilouò enough, the. movcmc.ii t
[t/ic. Pcní/j -'ntiii
aouiitC-A to thd
-thàcc. [i-to-'LCC-iJ . lhe.
movdment zaòt iò noio tfianslato.d into one toiocui.d
the loe^t 0 1$ JAa£and, the. òac'ie.d Incíand
a
peas ant-Aíj thought bij both Joijc.c. and \\'atò (o ba
Aó-iattc. In othcA. wohd'^, GabAtc.l'' i e.tjcò «-'(C!.
dVitated to the. ne.al locu-b o
the UltoAa 'tij ixnd
monal imagination, the. woót Liiòli pa.it of) Ineíand,
Connacht btijond the. Shannon, not without ('tò
oA.ie.ntat intji tcAie^i, and no t loithout i tb dead
òinge.fi òt.ill alive, in Gn.e.tta'6 hean.t.^'^

And goes on to say:

Like the. descent o^ g^ace that hove.Aó ovc'i the.
{^inaZ page.0, GabA.ie.t' ò pàopo-òe.d tn.ip ive4>tiea 'id
iò pAe.paAed ^oA. {^Aom the. veAij òtaAt, The. amn'cA
to the. paAatijòiò in the. òtoAtj and the book Í'íe.ò
in the. Wns.t o
ÍAe.£and, òuAvive.ò a deòtAuct-ion,
i^inch itò e.xampte at Wouii-t ^etJ: eàaij, not in the
anglicized JAe.tand
e.aò-te.'in .i,caboand but in
the. Joyce countAij

This is how "the òilent cock òhall cAon' at lait".

The

Dubliners upon whom silence and paralysis have pervaded,

have

finally arrived at a full realization of the possibilities of
life through Gabriel's apprehension of a wider universe.
The west has shaken the east awake.

■

TORCIIIANA, Donald. Rackg^'ounds for Joyce';:; Dulil i iut.*; .
Allen & Unwin, 1986. ij . 3I-Z.
TORCIIIANA,

Donald.

Op.

cit.

p.

22G .

ISor.ton,

The Final Blending
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A - The Dead

And what the. dc.ad had no ópcc.ch
ivlie.n l-ivZng,
Thdij can tQ.tt you bc.utg

dead:

the

C-onmunicatiun
0(5 the. dead .ii>

tongued with

^i^ie.

be.ijond the. languatje.

the.

lÂ.vÁ ng .

Wc d-ce, with the. dijing:
See,

the.1/ depart,

and we. go with

them

We. aAe boàii with the. dead:
Se.z,

theij ^e tu^in,

and bn. i ng

uò wi.ih

th c,m.
T.S.Eliot:

If we see Gabriel,

as I am prepared to see liini,

male character in Vubttnefi-S,
characters,

Little Glddinq

as tlic central

a sunnni.ng up of the otlicr iiialc

or rather a representative of the posuibilitle.'s in .ill

of them, we have come to the point where he redeems tliem all. All
*
the stories deal with paralysis, disappointment, disillTsion,
loneliness,

incapacity;

and we meet all these elements

In "Tin- Dciul",

but not as the ultimate point. They are tliere in the story as
stagey of development for the character to reacli )ii s
and from there start again with a renewed

insight into ]if.e.

The narrator in the first and last stoi'ies,
main character,
o\it.

can be seen as one,

as wo].l

as

Uu-

as I have reapcatc:dly pointed

The v/orkings of his mind and his use of languages arc <,'xact.iy

the same.

Both narrators,

or the same narrator tw.icc>,

the minds of the outstanding character and talk
him.

last ep.ipli.uiy

probe

for him,

The opening paragraph and tlie closing jjaragr.iph oT

as we have seen, might well be tlie first and last: ol.

J.nlo

t.ln'ovujli
i> ('/ iic'i a ,

tlio same short
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story,

the one presenting the perplexities of an inexperienced

youth,

the other the final conclusions of a recently discovered

oneness.

The moment for both is the night.

of "The Sisters"

From outside,the boy

watches the lighted square of window,

from the

inside Gabriel in "The Dead" does not need a light to see inside
himself.

The boy expects to see the reflection of candles as a
c.

sign of death,

(^bçi^l ^di^i_s^s the candle the hotel porter

offers him. This is one indication Gabiriel is advancing tov/ards
the act of shaking the boy's paralysis and with an open breast
facing life from now on, westward bound,

passionbound.

The boy starts by expecting to see the priest dead;
ends in a note of hope,

Gabriel

facing all the vast hosts of the dead,

those that have paraded through his life and through this
Epiphanyjiight,

and through all the stories in Vubllnii'Li .

The narrator uses similar phrases in the first paragraph of
"The Sisters" and the last of "The Dead";

"The

Sisters"

"The

faintly and evenly

Dead"

falling faintly...

and faint.ly

falling
falling softly upo!^ tiic Dog of

I said softly to myself

Al] en
If he was dead

Upon all the living and

tlie dead

lighted square of v;indov/

made him turn to the v/indow

darkened blind

dark mutinous Shannon waves

The first paragraph presents the limited world of a young boy;
the last spreads this world into a wider universe.

The ol^sorvaLion

of a single room in the first becomes the general i/'.at;ion of places
in an observed country,
Bog of Allen,

as wo see throucjh IJie mention of the

the Siiannon waves,

the cliurchyard on the hill

in
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Oughterard,
Ireland.

the central plain and the treeless hills,

The "wo.lld"

(D,

9)

becomes

"the unZvc.'^ 6C."

We can trace Gabriel's and all Dubliners'

(D,

all over
224) .

fincil expanding

view to the words Stephen wrote on a page of his Geography book,
stating the range of his position in the world:

Stephan Vc.dalus
CZa-òA oá Eto.me.nt'i,
CongZowe.ò Wood Colíe.Qo.
Countij KlídaKQ.
l^C-land
EuA-ope.
The, iOo.'iZd
The Un^vcA-ii.

(P,

15)

What Karry Levin says of the last paragraph of "The Dead",

in

this connection, makes sense:

The
pa^ag/t.aph, Zn ^-Coiv, òpectAal òcntcnccò,
cadence d w-ith aiíltefLatlon and Aepet-ition, take!)
a Aeced.ing v-ceiv o^ the book -it^et/^. It i>etò up,
Itiie nw6t depaAtu-i.C'i, a dtòtu-rbing teiiò con between
the wa^m and ^amtitan. and the cold and Aeinote. In
one dtãect-ion Iteò the Claòò o
Element.^ at
Conglowe-6 Wood, 'tn the othe'i the ÜntveA.òe

The dead are present from first to last.

They cannot be

forgotten or left behind. They have played their part,
presence is indelible.

It does not mean,

must forcibly head towards them.

though

,

and their

that Gabriel

It m.eans rather that ho can accept

them as part of his and Gretta's lives and push forward tov;ard a
fuller life. Not
lie has

learned

in

spite of,

but

becouse of tliem and the lesson

from them.

^ LEVIN, Harry. James Joyce. A Critical
Faber and Faber, 19 60. p. 8I.

Tntroduct :i on.

Lond'.)n,

^

1.10

The collection starts with a dead priest,
in "Araby",

wlio will reappear

and death and the dead will parade through the stories

in-between.

The force that keeps Eveline rooted to the quay at

the North Wall and precludes her following her lover and hor
dreams of escape is a promise to her dead mother
home,

,

"to

l:c.c.p -the

mixed with promises made to Blessed Margaret

Mary Alacoque. Among the dead that people lier world are her
brother Ernest and her friend Tizzie Dunn.
remembers,

if they are not dead,

Maria,

in "Clay",

"would .600)1
hoh.6e."

(D,

The otlier people slio,

they are gone.

belongs with Aunt Julia to the group tliat

b(L a òkada lolth the. òkade. o
222) ."A PainFul Case"

Vatnick f>loà.hnii and li-c s

deals with t!ie same

tlicnie of

"The Dead"- the relationship between the living and tlie dead.
Grace the priest is preparing people to die. "Ivy
Committee

Room"shares with

"The

Day

Dead" a common poinL:

in

In

tlio

the ccMitra.l

ebullience derives from a dead character - Pariiell in one story,
Michael Furey in the other.
The last story recalls in one way or anotlier every i.M:ecedi.ng
story in Vubl-ine-^S .

The title "Tlie Dead"

part stands £or J:he
language,

The word is ambiguous in tlie Kncjl .i sli

for it may have either a singular or a plural rcjfcrcnco.

At one point one thinks it is plural,

at the other one knov/s

a reference to a single person - Michael Furey.
that the story
pa^Lãhjò.U -In

"not only b-t-ingi

Dubliners

I'orchiana says

togc.thcJi most o

but also slwios

//ic

thciiu'S

u/{

Joijcc's method o

Insinuating tlitse. themes mo^c. conc-Cusi wlij"
The language Joyce uses throughout

it i:-.

.

the story

is roi.teralive

^ TORCniANA, Donald T. "The Ending of "I'ho Dead': T follow Saint
Patrick " . In : James Joyce Quarterly , j_8 (2) : 12 3-32 , Wi n t <• f
1981.

Ill

of the idea of death:
hou^é -to

d>itòi>

for example,

kdKòQ.tÇ

must be "pQ.nÃòh<Ld alÂva" ,

(D,

177) ,

Gretta "takc.6 tlulC-d wontai
and the aunts exclaim that oho

expressions used in tlie beginning of the

story to suit the language to the theme.
Everybody who should attend tlie Misses Morkan' s party is
there:

Jt waò aZívaij-ò a g^e.a.t
tlia
Ma^ihau'^
annuaZ dance. Eve.Hijbodij who Izncio t/iaiu came to -it,
memba-^^ o^ the. ^am-Ltij, oZd {^.'lÃ.c.ndò a
th e
ij,
the. mc,mbe.^L-i o
Jul-i.a'ò cho-íJi, any
Kate.'-6 pupii'i
that MCA-d g/Loivn up enough and even óowe o^ Ma-^ij
Jane'6 pup-il-s too. (D, 175)

The dead are there too:

dead members of the

including the old ladies'

brother Pi\t,

Grandfather Patrick Morkan;

family are present,

their sister Ellen,

old friends of the family,

singers.

Deatli and the dead are present at the dinner table, with talk of
the Melleray Monks who sleep in their coffins
thetA laòt end"

(D,

201).

"to fiemind

them

They are present in Gabriel's

after-dinner speech:

. . . let UÒ hope, at Zea.i.t, that -cn gathc.-'iingò -i>iteh
aò -th-i.ò wc. òhalt -b-t-i-tí òpeak o
thcin ivitíi p-'icdc
and a^{^ectton, òtltt ehcàt-ih .in oua heaKt^i, the
memo-^ij o^ tho-bc. dead and gone g-'cea.t onci whoic
{)ame the ivoA^td inill no-t io.i.ll'-i n gCij tet die. (...)
èu-t íjet (...) thefie ane aíwaiji» in gathe-'.i ngi inch
dé thtò sadde-'i thought-b tha-t ivill. .'lecnh io ou-'l
Di-indò: thoughts 0-5 the paòt, o^ ijouth, o
cíianqc i,
o{, abòent {^acei -that we mlòs he^e tonight.
(D, 203---1)

His words foreshadow the forlhcominq appearance of
importanL dead person in tlic story:

the youtli from the past,

face Grotta misses, v/ho j s going to bring a change
outlook on life.

Beck says tliat

Lho mor.I
v;ho::e

to Gabriel'r:
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"I/iG. Dead" i.i> not pnlma^-iíij about death but about
a l^v^Jig pcyL6on'ó e-uta^ig-iiig tdentcí^ícatton loitli
the. whole, mo^itat l-i^c. o{^ man, a It^c loh-ich hai
40WC. endu-^ancc.
Monki, and /(,e co-'u/i, am! niaij
engendC'^ mo-re o^
th^iough tAanóítO''iij
n.emc.mbfiance, bij thoóe. who ^o-Clow a(^tzn., whe.ne.bij
Aemtndlng them o^ moKtaZ-itij. ^

In Gabriel's final unifying of the living and the dead,
story is a summing up of all the other stories,
and characters,

the

as to theme,

to recapture Beck's words. As to scene,

scene

Dublin,

which had been presented in its various geographical points and
social aspects,

is redeemed in its final presentation of generous

hospitality. Thematically "The Dead" blends the other stories,
which it contains the key elements of all of them.

in

The cumulative

sequence in which they are arranged ~ stories of childliood,
adolescence, maturity and public life — culminate in the story
of an- adult who,

I have tried to show,

could have becm any of the

t)oys and many of the adolescents and younger men. As for the
stories of public life,
Comm i t tee Room") ,
of focus,

they isolate politics ("Ivy

art ("A Mother")

,

and religion

in

the

("Grace") as areas

and these themes are also summarized in "The llcncl" .

episode with Miss Ivors accounts for the first.
is inherent to the story in manifold ways:
choir of the Adam and Eve Church;
lessons;

Dny

Julia sings i)i

art,

tlie

Kate and Mary Jane give music

music is played all through tlic party;

a singing performance of an old song,
with a voice still

The second,

The

"òfiong and cieaH

"Afifiaijed
-in tone"

discuss singers and singing at dinner-table;
the hostesses after Gabriel's s}:)eech;

Aunt. Julia gives
{)UfL

(D,

the

bn-idoX",

193);

tliey

tlie party sings

and it is a ballad sung

3
BECK, Warren . Joyce ' s Dul)li nor s . Subs tanco ,
Diniiam N.C., Duke Dni.vcrsity Press, l'JG9.

Vis ion and Ar t-^.
]->. 3!3'i.

to
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at the end of the rout that triggers Grotta's remcnibrances.
Religion,--the third eyrea of focus,

is brought up in Aunt Kate's

ònappíA.ò

(D,

o£ boijò

ovan. tht-ifi he.adò"

194);

in the repeated references to the monks,
introduction of a man
(D,

"o

it is also discussed

as well as in the

tha otlinfi pQ.à.òuaò-ion",

Mr.

Browne

194) .
Religion is not a prerrogative of the third story of public

life,

however,

particular.

as none of the other themes are of any story in

It is a pervading force in most of them.

background for

"The Sisters",

It is tlie

the point of reference for tlio boy's

thoughts and words. As examples we can pick his preoccupation
with the word simony in the Cathechism and with the Confessional;
the lessons he has from Father Flynn,
the duties and rites of the Churcli;

which include all about

the surrogate Communion with

cherry and cream crackers at the priest's house;

the endeavour

to understand what the broken chalice symbolizes — these are
xandom illustrations from a perfunctory study of this aspect, àn
the story.

Keligion is also part of Eveline's life.

"The Boarding House",
God to iU^

as a young man had

companions -in public-liouòtò.

and done lü-ith..."
religious fear,

(D,

66) .

But that ivas all paó-òc.d

In his present crisis he succumljs

Lo

confesses his sins to a priest and accepts the

religion in her name.

of the prayer,

in

"danltd the. c.x.Í6.t.eii ca of)

r-eparation the Church expects of liim. Miiria,

exclamation "0,

Doran,

in "Clay",

carrier,

She is received at Joe's house with lhe

he.'ic.'s hia^ua'.",

a variation of the firsL phrase

"Hail hiafiAj".

As for the characters,

if wo see all of them as projocl, ion.'",

of one paradigmatic cliaracter,

wo accept

that Gal)rjo.l

redeems all.
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the others.

In arriving at his final understanding and acceptance,

he justifies Doris T. Wights's v/ords when she says

A VubtZne^ kaò
broken Vabl.i.n'ò b^ioivii
6p(Lll. Natu^Ld'i> dc.atkò, na tun.(í'i elciiic.u t ò tike,
-ònoio , natu^z'6 wild t^c.aòu^c.ò íikc. Vniíand' ò
vôdòt, womcji, and lovcA.ó like, hiicitaeí Fu^aij ane.
now admitted Into Gabfilel' & picture
tl-ie.,
and the, MAGICAL AGENT, ivlòdoiu, be.come.s lil^ -- and
oun.ò — at òto^ij'6, òton.le.i>' e.nd.^

Gabriel has undergone growth,
in knowledge,

access to vision,

enlargement of outlook,

and in consequence decides to

break paralysis and dare a journey westward
and the essential.

increase

toward the primitive

In his decision he shakes James Duffy's

"ionl's

lnc.aA.able. lone..llnzòò", which at one moment had threatened to
overcome Gabriel too.
looking for,
felt,

He finds the answers tlie first boy was

he overpowers the anguish and anger the boy in

"Arciby"

he advances one step further in Little Chandler's coming to

terms with life.

Torchiana sums it up beautifully:

I take. It that the ipell li> bAoke.n. Gabriel
- conae-lvabhj the. boij
"The. SlòteAí,"
ulde'i. ~
de.vote.ò h.ittuel^ .to teaching and Aavleioing (...),
to something ve.A.ij like the. cAltlc.lòm aucf coiiniiciit
;
that òtand In lle.u o^ Imaginative cAeatloii. Vet
one 6ee6 him aò at leai,t ^onalltj ficbo'in'^bij an act
oi Imagination that getó li.im oat:>ldc> hlmòelft In
h-iò òtjmpathij ^ofi l\i.c.hae.l I'ufLetj. In doing io,
Gabriel completer Father. riijnh'ó pAo ipective t.Alp
to J aIò htoivn, tha.t deplòed, Atin-doivn, non-Ifng Ci;> h
paAt 0 {) Vubl-in. And GabAlet' ò quebt ii> chaAltabie,
the WoAd has^ not been. loi>t a-^teA all. The òcAiipuCouí,
VatheA I'li/nn, Atilnoui a.s he mat/ have become, -ihines
thAough GabAlel' 6 óel^le■5^ i^eellngò i^oA a botj i)Aomt
Ough teAa.'td
j

^ WIGHT, Doris T.
Qu£ir terly.

"Vladmir Propp and Dublinors".

5
torchiana,

Donald T.

Op.

cit.

p.

31-2.
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B - The Snow

It had begun .to Mioiv again.
The

Dead

In the same way that the last story in the collection is
seen as a blending of all the other stories in Víibl-ine^i-ò,
is a blending element within "The Dead":
common to the other stories;
in this story,

there

snow. The word is not

it only appears or is referred to

but here it is repeated eighteen times,

variations in compound words and verb tenses.

plus some

Allen Tate sees

the snow as the symbol of the revelation of Gabriel's inner life
and says that

natu^alZ^tZc COLVNESS Jit davelopò -into a
óymbol. 0^ wa/imth,
c.x.pande.d conòciuiLSntòò; .it
òtandò ^ofL Gab^tet' Ò dicape
íiiò own ego into
the. tafiQC-fi i^oKZd o^ liumaniti/, tncZudXng ''aiZ the.
living and the, de.ad"

The v/ord is present throughout the story.

Unlike the quantity

of people present at the party at Usher's Island and in the story,
which dv;indle down to the couple Gabriel and Gretta,

snow comes

into the story in little flakes on Gabriel's goloshes as he enters
the hall of his aunts'

and it gathers shape as the story develops,

becoming an overall blanket over men and things by
story. According to Florence Walzl,
integrating The

Dead

into VabZlneAò,

Lhe end of the

Joyce had to find a way of
for the story,

tliougli designed

to provide an appropriate conclusion for the collection,

is

^ TATE, Allen. "The Dead". In: Du I3.1 i n e r s : Tex t, Cri t .1 c i. f; 111 a n d
Notes. Robert Scholcs and A. Walton liitz (ed.). ilnglanti.
Penguin Books, 1986. p. 404-9.

IIG

markedly different from the earlier ones.
narrative is more fully developed,

It is longer,

the

and it presents a more kindly

view of Ireland. The chief means by which Joyce effects tliis
integration,

as she sees it,

vision of the snow.

is through Gabriel's epiphany and liis

She discusses the ambiguities of the symbols

and says that

Fa-n.adox.icaZ Zmagaó
ah^Líòt and movc.mQ.nt,
daAke.nc.ò'!) and tight, aotd and loanmtli, bt.Lndn(i.S'b
and 6Ã,glit, a-'ie. usdd in t.lu.6 conc£u6i.on to fie.caZl
both the, c.tnVial paKaltjò iò-d<icLth theme
Dubliners a4 a aollect-con and the Aebi^th-l-l^e
theme o^ "The Vead" a.i a na^ina.tlve

Snow is first presented as blender when Gabriel com.es

into

the room and drops some flakes on to the ground - the outside
world is being brought into the inside.
presented here is not of cold and death,

The idea of snow as
but of coolness and

fragrance of the air. And the opposition inside-outside whic:h
started with the boy in "The Sisters"

appears here to highlight

opposition cold—warmth,

in an inversion — the warmtli inside is

stuffy iind suffocating,

the coldness outside is

agreeable,

the

fresh and

and snow is bringing them together:

A t-i.ght ^n..i.nge o
ònoio taij tike a cape on the.
òhoalde^Lò oi [Gab^Uel' ój ove^icoat and iite
toe.cap-fi on the toes o^ hii go-toihe i>; and, aò the
buttons 0^ hiò ove^icoat s tipped njL.th a squeaking
noise through the snotv-sti^e.ned ^nie.ze, a col'(i
i^Lag-fiant aih. ^/lom out-o
doo 'ls escaped
cfitvices and ^otdò, (D, 177)

WALZL, Florence L. "Gabriel and Michael: The Conclusion ol
'The Dead'". In: Dubliners. Text, Criticism and Notes.
Op. cit. p. 423--42.

].].7

Later,

annoyed by his encounter with Miss Ivors,

Gretta's enthusiasm over the invitation to go west,

and at

Gabriel

withdraws into the embrasure of the window and again tliinks how
agreable it must be outside:

GabA-i^Z' ■{> waA,m VicmblÁng fáige.'ti tapped the. cotd
pane,
the. io.indoio, lioio cool it inuòt be outó-idel
How pteaòant i.t would be to walk out atone, ^.(.'lòt
atone by the fitveA. and then thtough the panki The
6now woutd be ttj-incj on the b-'ianahei oá -the tKe.e.ò
and ^oAmtng a bfi-Lght cap on the top o^ the
Wetttngton Monument. How much moAe ptea.òant .it.
woutd. be theJie than at ò uppeAtabtel (D, 192)

I should open a parenthesis here to note that the park ho
is thinking about is the Phoenix Park.
of rebirth,

The phoenix is symbolic

the state Gabriel reaches at the end when in the

hotel room the taps on the pane of the window aro repeated,
time from outside, with the snow starting to fall.

tliis

In the

f£is-tian western world^ the phoenix means triumph of eternal
life over dea_th.

In alchemy,

it corresponds to the colour purple,

to regeneration of univers£il life, and to th.e completion of a
g
work , all significations pertinent to Gabriel, "The Dead" and
Vubline^u .
As the story develops,

the notion of freshness remains,

and

at a certain point in the narrative it starts to bear some
relationship to the v/est.

Gretta,

of western origin,

already been shown to be fierce and passionate,
at ease outside,
)$oA. Gretta the'ie,
(D,

in the snow,

who has

feels very much

as. Gabiriel's words atcst:

.ihe'd watk home-In the ^now

"Bu.t aò

òhe wene let"

180). As Gabriel is about to start his after-dinner speech,

CIRLOT, Juan Eduardo. Dicionário de Slmljolos. Trad. Rul)ons
Eduardo Ferreira Frias. Sao Paulo, J'klitora Moraes, 1984.
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his mind wanders again for a moment:

PeopZe, pzA.hap6, lOcJie òtand^ng .in the. Mioio on
the, quay outòide., gazing up at. the. Cighted
MlndòuJò and ZÃ,òte.n.íng to the. waltz wu^ cc. . The
atA waò pu^e. thefie.. In the distance Zaij the
paAk luheAe the t^eeò ive^e n)etghte.d with -ònoiv.
The WeZZtngton Monumen-t loo-^e a gteain-cng cap o
4now that ^taòhed LoeòtMa^d oveA .the wh-í.te ^tetd.!>
0^ Vt^teen Acn.es. (D, 202)

I would not say that Gabriel is consciously aware of
associating the snow with the west.

But from the moment of his

entering the house many references have been made to the west,
either by other guests or in Gabriel's mind,

and we have seen

how the west is associated with passion. As the night wears on,
we feel a kind of inquietude in Gabriel,

and a tendency of his

thoughts to wander outside into the fresh snov;,
When the guests start leaving the house,

out to the west.

snow is discussed and

there is a reference to the abundance of it in that year in
^relation to the past thirty years,

and Mary Jane remarks that

«the snow Is genefial all oven. Iceland"

(D,

211) .

pointing to its overall spread over the east,

That is a clue

west,

north and

south of Ireland. As there is a repeated use of the word snow
in the few lines of this dialogue,

also showing its overall spread

over the text.
In the cab,

Gabriel points to tiie statue of Daniel O'Connell

covered with snow. We can read an analogy to passipn hero,
O'Connell was an Irish patriot,

leader for the struggle for

Catholic emancipation in the nineteenth century.
also present in Miss Ivor's patriotism.
Irelduid is put down as

for

The struggle is

Her fierce defence of

propcigand i sm by Gabriel;

and siie has a

decided partiality for the west of Ireland.
But the climax of the association of snow with passion and
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the west comes-in_the scene in the hotel room, when Gretta tolls
Gabriel of her former boy-friend Michael Furey.
definitely associated with the west,
as young people,
love.

Michael is

where he and Gretta had lived

and so passionate that he had even died for

Gabriel is shocked by Gretta's revelations.

He realizes how

short he has come of experiencing such wild feelings;
of reason and intellect he is
missed in feeling;

as a Dubliner

cind how much he has

how passionate Gretta had been while in the

west and in her remembrances of it,
become with him;

how full

and how constrained she lias

how alive is the dead boy Michael Furey,

he himself has been up to this moment. Again,
after Gretta has calmed down into sleep,
"ptzaòufiz oi the, ivalk along the.

how dead

as he reflects

his mind wanders to tlie

In the. míoiv"

(D,

222) ,

and

the shades of the dead loom before him as he slowly but steadily
comes to his final understanding.

"HÂ.Ò òoul had appiAoached that

/cegton ivheAe dwell the. va^t hoit^

the. dead"

he decided on his journey westward.
The snow,
it unites

(D,

it unites

East and V!cst;
Gabriel and Gretta

into the beginning of a new relationship ~ open,
the realization of one's generosity,
repressed feelings.
whole,

whence

It had begun to snow again.

falling all over Ireland, unites

the living and the dead;

223),

unarmed,

with

and the other's outburst of

Gabriel finds out that each person is a

at the same time that he realizes he is part of common

humanity,

he is one with Michael,

with the v/est, with the living

and the dead. The time has come for him to set out on his
journey westv/ard,

to sot aside his Dubliner paralysis and

rationality and plunge into feelings and passion,

and

to live

fully what his woman and his country and life have for him.
Torchiana duly epitomizes the dead,
paragraph:

snow,

and "The Dead" is one
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The. dead, than, niaij have Aomc. Aeaòon to Ac.jo.ic.c.,
AeneiV&d aò MtchaeC fu^etj li> -in the. itiide.Aótan dent]
though unc.n.e.attve Moooiitng òoul o {) the Itvtng
GabAteZ. The. gAace o
ònoív .tha-t b.lnd-:> both
together has tnde.ed about It something of) -the
ha^cbtngeA. o
the Jzaòtefi Ltlij. Moieove-'i, a locic
man ^/com the East o^ lh.eiand has expenteneed an
ep-iphanij. Just as the f^east, sefi.vi.ce, and ending
0^ the book demand. And, though snoto was no.t
geneA.aZ oueA. Ihetand on 6 Januafnj 190-}, Joyce
makes suh.e that tt ts on th.is concl.us.ive n.igh.t,
ion. snoco at. Ch'U.s.tmas tKad-it-ionaliij leads -to a
mttd, ean..iij, and hope{)U.t spn.ing -in JAeZand.
(...) "The bead" -in the lona n.un Is a stony o
g/LOiOth and l-Lf^e and spA-ing.^^

Frank Budgen,

Joyce's

friend and earliest critic,

admirably

sums up the stoi'y and relates it to Joyce's other major works
saying:

The key 013 Ulysses -is too bnlgh-t, i-ts movement ton
Aap-id, ^oA that pity and Aeconcll-i-at ion loh-icli
pAovtde the mag-ical end 0^ -the Stony, "The Vead",
to have any paA.t tn -i-t, but -the same human e-t.ement
expAessed M.ith yet gAeateA aA.tis.tAy dues Aetii.ui -tn
the last pages
Finnegans Wake, lohe.n Anna Li.via
goes ^oA-th by day, as a woman ((O-ij^e and mo-the.'i,
AepAes entattve 0 {\ all ^lesh) to join the counties i
ge.neAat.ions 0^ the dead, as a n-iven to become owe
lotth the god, hen {^atheA Ocean.
The last tooAk oi Joyce ends, as d-i.d his ()ÍAst,
In the. contemplatton 0
the mys.te.Ay 0
dea-th. In
both cases the Aebelllous pity 0^ the human he ait
i^tnds -in the beauty 0^ a constant element o{^
natuAe — .in the one {)all-ing snoio, -in the o-the.A
smoo-th-gliding wateA
the symbol and the
tnstAument 0 {, Ae.conc-i.t-i.a-i Ion lO-i.th human des-t<ny.^^

In this reconciliation we find Joyce's unfailing optimism and
strength, despite all the failures and pariilyses ho depicted in

TORCHlANA,

Donald T. On.

cit.

p.

253.

BUDG}:]N, Frank. "Joyce's Chapters of Going Forth by day". In:
BENSTOCK, Bernard. Critical I'^ssays on James Joyce, lioston,
Ma., G.K. Hall & Co., lyl!). p. 78-y.

laa

his Dubliners before he came to Gabriel's final coming to terms
with life and proposed journey westward.
the answer that lies in Molly Bloom's
Milt

Gabriel will then give

lips;

"Veò

I

òaid ijc í>

I
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DUBLINERS - THE JOURNEY WESTWARD
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